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AAoore asks faculty aid
for next year's budget
By Jim Carey
Staff Reporter
University President Pollis A Moore
Jr asked Faculty Senate yesterday to
support economy measures when planning next year's program and salary
appropriations
.■■I hope that in our own institutions
and councils we may find ways to
economize." he said
• hi legislative action, the senate
passed a motion updating procedures

on appealing grades and amended a bylaw in the senate charter
The new by-law calls for the dismissal of any senate member, except
President Moore, who fails to attend
three scheduled senate meetings per
academic year.
Referring to the University budget.
Dr Moore said without the three per
cent increase in student instructional
fees proposed by Gov John J Gilligan.
Bowling Green will be forced to

Saturday target
for POW release
SAIGON iAPi The United States
announced yesterday the withdrawal of
2,0(10 more troops and completed plans
to welcome the first homebound
American prisoners, expected to be
released from North and South Vietnam by the weekend.
Ambassador Michel Gauvin of
Canada, chairman of the International
Commission lor Control and Supervision, told newsmen the first American prisoners will be released about
Saturday, some in I'.nun and others at
probably two sites in the Saigon region.
. Canadian members of international
prisoner recovery teams that will
accompany the captives from their last
place of detention to freedom were
placed on a two-hour alert.
Shortly after the first group ol
Americans is released. Gauvin said.
Vietnamese prisoners will be freed or
exchanged in South Vietnam

with North Vietnamese. South Vietnamese and Viet Cong delegates to
iron out details for the POW repatriation
The official North Vietnamese news
agency reported that U S military
officials in I'aiphong met for the first
time with North Vietnamese military
representatives Monday to discuss
sweeping U S mines from North Vietnamese waters
Four U. S Navy minesweepers were
ordered yesterday to begin clearing an
anchorage 35 miles off I'aiphong to
serve as a base ol operations to clear
out the mines as the United States
pledged in the Paris cease-lire accord

WITH THE PULLOUT of another
2.000 soldiers over the last lour days.
I S troop strength fell to 19.000. the
lowest level since December 1964
. All U. S troops must be out ol Vietnam and all prisoners freed by March
28 under terms of the peace agreement
signed in Paris on Jan 27
North Vietnam has given the United
States a list of 562 U S. servicemen
and 23 American civilians held in Communist captivity in North and South
Vietnam and Laos
In addition to I'anoi. Gauvin mentioned two potential release sites One
was An Loc, the devastated provincial
capital 60 miles north of Saigon where
one of the bloodiest battles of the war
was fought last summer and where the
last American died before the ceasefire took effect
.;The second was Phu I.'oa. in Communist-controlled territory along the
Saigon River corridor north of the
Smith Vietnamese capital.

Editor's Note: The following Is the
second in a two-part series on a study
of the curriculum in the College of Arts
aid Sciences.

U. S. REPRESENTATIVES to the
Joint Military Commission's committee on prisoners met for three
hours for the fourth successive day

Wooden
fencing

operate with about $2 million less than
it suggested
THE UNIVERSITY has proposed a
budget of ♦36.772.000. $2 5 million more
than the present operating budget.
President Moore said
Although the Ohio Board of Regents
recommended a budget ol $36.458.000.
Gov Gilligan proposed a budget of
$35,040,000 and a ;hree per cent increase in tuition
In addition. Dr Moore said he
expects a 4 5 per cent increase in budget cost due to inflation
PRESIDENT MOORE said the
recent controversy over the legality of
out-of-state fees might also aflect tuition costs
The Supreme Court has agreed to
rule on a case brought by two students
challenging out-of-state lees in Connecticut. A decision is expected this
spring
If the court rules the surcharges
unconstitutional. University students
will probably be charged an increase of
$16 per quarter. Dr Moore said
The University did receive additional
lunds this year because a reclassification of 2C0 students caused enrollment
to exceed the 15.000 coiling imposed by
the Board of Regents
"The enrollment ceiling doesn t
mean that much.' President Moore
said The University received stale
funds for these 200 students, but there
is no guarantee funds will follow any
further overflow, he said
President Moore said interuniversity

council, comprised ol a representative
from each of the 12 stale schools, must
be strengthened, so stale universities
can deal with legislative problems
more effectively.
"Gov
GUllgan'l administr.il ion
wants to see a great higher education
system in Ohio, but wants to wait two
or three years until it gels underway,
he said
The motion iormalizing the grade re
view procedure was formulated by the
senate's academic policies committee
According to the procedure, a stu
dent who disagrees with a final grade
must file for a grade change with the
instructor by the end ol the lilth week
of the lollowing quarter
Each department will appoint a
tenured faculty member to hear grade
complaints from the instructor and the
student
It a student is not satisfied with the
decision ol the appointed faculty mem
ber. the student may take his case to
his college or school, which will
appoint an arbitration board ol two
faculty members and a student to
review the ease
Although the board's decision is
final, the sanction ol the instructor is
needed to change a grade
All review actions must lie completed within one quarter I loin the dale
the grade was issued
N.wnphoto by Marcia J. Lamer

ATTENDANCE regulations loi
Faculty Senate were revised in view ol
the recent dismissal ol three students
and one (acuity member because ol
alleged attendance violations

Two lonely trees stand in silent watch over long, flat farm
fields and endure the elements with only passing winds and
flocks of birds for company.

requirement options proposed
By Denny Law
Staff Reporter
Belore the Bashorc committee made
specific recommendations (or each
group requirement within the College
ol Arts and Sciences, it stated thai
new strategies and options must be
provided (or satisfying the educational
objectives' ol the general requirements as a whole
"All evidence suggests that the
group requirements' (or the general
arts and sciences student have become
the most troublesome curncular
issue.' the report said
IN DEALING with the first group
requirement. English composition, the
committee endorsed the English
department s current experimental
pass no record grading system
The committee stressed that clear,
precise, expository writing" should
concern all departments on campus.

not just the F.nglish department.
In tackling the controversial loreign
language requirement, the committee
made i. distinction between studying
language as a skill and studying it as a
culture
"For the prolessional language stu
dent i the major and minor i. there is no
substitute (or degrees of proficiency,
a sequence ol courses: and a demonstration of competency through grades,
standard tests, etc.." the report said
"FOR THE general student, though.
o( primary importance is an
experience with the arts, the literature-in translation-and the spirit o(
another culture."
The report also said the committee
wouid like to experiment with a "Language Quarter." in which a student
would take only language courses
during one quarter and learn by the
saturation process.
But in order to implement this cultural encounter and the "Language
Quarter" experiment, the committee
saw a need for a language center,
equipped with laboratory (acilities.
where students could listen to the

loreign country's music, see lilnis and
I.ilk with persons who have visited the
country.

The

committee

recommended

options of either keeping the present
language requirement as staled in the
General Bulletin, or spending two
years m as comprehensive a cultural
encounter as possible "
THE COMMITTEE pointed out thai
the only students enrolled in the traditional language classes would be those
i the majors and minors i who wanl to
achieve a certain degree ol profiency
in the language.
All others would be enrolled in the
loreign experience" program, it said
For changes and alternatives in the
science requirement, the committee
recommended setting up lour quarterlong courses in which scientific method
and inductive logic would be studied
The quarter would include physics,
chemistry, biology and geology, in thai
order, offered under arts and sciences
but staffed by teams from dilferenl
departments
The committee also retained the
present requirement, in which non-

Stretching for yards and yards, this fence erected to

much use this winter as cold but usually cloudless

control the drifting of ground snow has not teen

skies have resulted in little snowfall.

science majors are mixed in with the
science majors in three quarter lone
courses, as an opt ion
\n accompanying laboratory would
be desirable bul not absolutely neces-.0 \
tin the general introductory
courses, the committee said
HOPEFULLY, the end result would
be an increase in the student ■ awarenessol llie relationships among tile disciplines involved The report said tins
could he accomplished through team
teaching

Dr, Bashorc said the Science Cluster
Hi.n will be held spring quarter comes
.lose towhal the committee envisioned
for the requirement
Km the mathematics requirement.
the committee recommended setting
up a one year course, tentatively
named
introduction to Mathematics, which would cover the major
concepts ol algebra, trigonometry
analytical geometry and calculus
• To "Course inconsistencies found,"
page four

Court rulings
hinder press
In June. 1972. the U S Supreme
Court ruled that newspaper reporters
have no constitutional right to refuse to
answer any questions a grand jury
might care to ask them
Since then, a handful of reporters
have been subpoenaed to appear belore
grand juries to answer questions about
the people or organizations they have
covered in their stories.
Earl Caldwell, a New York Times
reporter working on a story on the
Black Panthers, relused to even show
belore the grand jury, saying Ins
sources would dry up il he made such
an appearance.
NEW JERSEY reporter Peter
Bridges did appear before a grand jury
in his state and refused lo answer the
judicial body s questions I'e was found
guilty of contempt of court and consequently spent several weeks in jail
Now. according to Dr. Joseph Del
Porto, director of the School of Journalism, reporters are treading on thin
ice. knowing that they can be slapped
with a contempt charge if they don't
tell a court what it wants to know
Speaking on press and the law along
with F.d 'A topple assistant city editor
of The i Toledo i Blade, as a part ol
"Law and Justice Week." Dr Del
Porto said the Supreme Court's decision has cut down the ellectiveness ol
many reporters
Whipple said in some cases, the
court has not stopped at asking the
reporter to identity his source. The
courts have gone further, asking the
reporter what he knows or has learned
during the course o( his investigation of

a person or an organization
DR. DEL Porto said this was true in
the case of the CBS program. "The
Selling of the Pentagon." An investigating House committee, disturbed by
the controversial material contained in
the documentary, called in former CBS
President Frank Stanton to provide
tape and film that had not been included in the program.
Stanton relused. and was found
guilty of contempt Congress later
threw the contempt conviction out But
the important point. Dr Del Porto
said, is that courts aren't often satisfied with just names, they may want
the reporter's notebook as well.
Whipple said although the Supreme
Court's decision may sound
lightening, ihe court left the door
wide open for states to fashion a shield
law in as broad or narrow context as it
wanted
A shield law is designed to protect
the reporter and his sources Irom
grand jury investigation Ideally, it
should speedy exactly who is covered
by the law and under what circumstances. Whipple said
BUT OHIO'S shield law has some pitfalls in it. he said Whipple said it s unclear il student journalists, as well as
network and wire service reporters are
covered under Ohio's law
But Dr Del Porto said more spec it tc
wording ol the law has been made into
legislation and may appear before Ohio
voters in November, to see if the shield
law will be incorporated into the
state's constitution.

I
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imbecilic Issue passing

I assault reports
Failure to report crimes, especially those involving attacks on
women, hinders the administration of justice and may even
£1

encourage repeated incidents of assault.
Assault on women is probably one of the least frequently
reported crimes because of the embarrassment, shame and fear
involved for the victims.

I

But these factors can work against women. If attackers have
no fear of apprehension for their crimes, they will feel safe in
repeating them.
There have been three alleged rapes and one alleged assault
since the beginning of winter quarter. Not a very pleasant
record.
Maybe some of these could have been avoided by immediate
reporting.
I.t

Roger A. Daoust of Campus Safety said descriptions of

attackers

and

the

scene and

time

of

the

crime

given as

completely and as soon as possible after the incident, give police
a better chance of apprehending the assailants.
Trying

to

avoid

mentioning

or drawing

attention

to

the

problem will not make it go away.
Women, especially, have a responsibility to themselves and to
other women to promptly notify police of assaults.
The real shame is in not reporting them.

limit power
As of yesterday. 60 U. S. senators had announced their support
for a Congressional bill to limit the war-making power of the

President
We urge more senators to join that drive, and we hope similar
support can be found in the I'ouse of Representatives.
The bill, sponsored by New York Sen. Jacob K. Javits. would
permit a President to commit U. S. armed forces to hostilities
abroad only in emergency situations, and then only for 30 days,
without specific approval of Congress
The troops could only be used to repel attack, forestall the
imminent threat of attack, or rescue Americans endangered
abroad or on ships at sea.
After the horror of Vietnam, there is little doubt that wo need
such a bill
This country never formally declared war against the North
Vietnamese, yet in 12 long years it wasted the lives of 45.928
American soldiers in the conflict.

By Nicholas von Hoffman
In (he parking lot outside the William
Paca Elementary School there were
stickers on the bumpers of some of the
cars urging "Let's Make It Work."
The "it" was a reference to the final,
irrevocable
Federal
court
order
requiring that, after 19 years of dipsydoodle. the county settle down and
integrate its schools
Prince Georges County is another ol
those vast urban-suburban places like
Nassau County (N.Y.I or Orange
County (Clllf. i without a central place
name to tell you how populous it is.

The cost to the Vietnamese? It can never be calculated.
Congress made one of its most serious mistakes when it passed
,tlie,Cjul( of Tonkin Resolution in 1964, giving former President
Lyndon B. Johnson a free rein in Vietnam.
It is time for that power to be taken from the hands of one man.
and returned to Capitol Hill.

ombudsman
Much could be accomplished by establishing a University
ombudsman post to deal with student and faculty complaints.
Jeff

Sherman.

reintroduced

a

Student

Body

Organization

recommendation calling for a

president,
study of

has
the

possibility of creating such a position.
Last

year,

Student

the Charter Commission report

Affairs

Council

"recommend

suggested

procedures

the
and

organization for hearing and adjudicating student grievances.
The proposed charter was never adopted.
Sherman proposed that a University committee study the need,
funding and role of an ombudsman and report its findings by
June
The faculty and students deserve more than bureaucratic red
tape, bungling, misinformation and the secretarial runaround.
We

need

a

person

qualified

to

solve

problems-a

person

empowered to get answers and action on demand.

This lime, however, they stood next
to tables with flowerprint cloths and
coffee urns, to welcome and reassure
the parents of the children who will be
attending this school named after a
long-forgotten
signer
of
the
Declaration of Independence and son of
Maryland
At other schools, staff members and
ITA volunteers moved about with
those Hello My Name Is tags on their
lapels For I reporter who had once
come In equate school integration with
National Guard halftracks and .30calibef machine guns, seeing so many
people behaving so decently and
intelligently
was
an
uplifting
experience
NOT THAT THERE weren't antis
You could see signs in the front
windows of some ol the houses, but not
very many, that declared. "This
Family will, NOT Be Bussed." or
Kangaroo
Justice
Deports
fhir
Children." A corporal's guard of these
women
made"- a ceremonial and
picketing visit to one of the schools, v
On the lawn in Ironl they set up a
small
cardboard
tombstone
In
represent freedom, justice and the
neighborhood school In front of it they
placed plastic snapdragons and they
walked in a circle holding up their
signs and singing their own anti-busing
words to the Coca-Cola song
Such is political expression in
Shopping Center Land, where the folks
don't have a lot of money and must buy
the kids' shoes at Kinney's and the
good clothes at Hubert I'all.
The gourmet cooking at Gino's may
induce an emotional dyspepsia, but the
upset may also be their griping, not
entirely incorrect suspicion that many
of the people who want to bus their
children send their own to private
schools
THEY ALSO HAVE been misled by
numberless politicians cheap-shotting

welcomes policy change
Guest Columnist
The new admissions policy at
Uowhng Green Slate University has
attracted a great deal of Comment.
both on the campus and oil Changing
to a non-discriminatorj selection, and
Hie resulting change in sex rath) to
about 65 per cent
female, will
understandably bring about changes in
the nature ot our campus
Naturally, not everyone is happy
With the change least ol all those
males who would prefer retaining the
extra status conferred upon men in
our society
MOST OF US probably do not feel
badly about the change however, and
many are looking toward to the redress
ol some ol the long-standing Inequities
between men and women
Women's liberation has come to
Bowling Green, and we can expect to
discover some consequences, both
pleasant and unpleasant, in the near
future
In a recent guest column in The BG
.News. Mr I'ank Goebel expressed his
concern that changing the sex ratio at
lil.sr will adversely affect recruiting
for inter-collegiate athletics, now a
male-dominated aspect of University

-

»

What Mr Goebel may not have
realised is thai he has touched upon an
Important but neglected issue
In
particular, il is likely that BOSU land
a number ot other universities anil
colleges as well i is m violation of the
law by providing unequal athletic
opportunities to men and women
NO ONE REALLY knows how much
athletics at Howling Green COStl the
University, nor how much revenue Is
generated
I
suspect
that
intercollegiate athletics is a losing
affair, not the reverse as is widely
believed.
Whatever the balance sheets reveal,
however, il should be clear that the
OVERWHELMING share ol money lor
intercollegiate athletics is available
ONLY to men athletes It is true, ol
course, that women's spectatur sports
generate little public interest, the
usual excuse for the inequity
On the other hand, providing a
proportionate share of funds just might
improve the quality of women's
competition to such an extent that
public interest would increase
Certainly, equalizing expenditures
will open to
women
the same
opportunities for the development of
superior athletic skill that now exist
for men Whatever this does to the
amount of revenue 'or loss! I is
secondary

We do it for reasons of law and justice,
but education may come out of it.
The black and the white kids may
like each other, and. even if they don't,
they'll have more realistic reasons for
their respective prejudices.
Busing may also destroy the real
estate conspiracy since in the future it
will be impossible to promise the
prospective home buyer a convenient,
local, all-white school.
But whatever the future may show
us, the present activities of the people
in Prince Georges County suggest that
at long, long last, this imbecilic busing
issue is about to join the past
WMtSsaSt Pan **m Hash— Up*—

solved any other problems in our
society, and it's unlikely to solve one in
the baffling field of education
But some issues are symbolic, just
as some acts are For us in America,
school integration is a symbolic act.
just as the once de jure segregated
school system of Prince Georges
County was symbolic race relations.
AT THIS STAGE of the game we
integrate our schools, not knowing
what academic good may come of it

-UjM«c.fer

controversy,

opinion

By Ryan D. Twenty. Ph.D.
Department of Psychology

singing nasty little songs about him
None of which is to say that busing is
going to secure anybody an education.
The internal-combustion engine hasn't

IN FACT, WITH 162.000 children in
its schools, the county's system is one
of the largest in (he nation Thus, with
40.000 of those children black, the
integration
of
both
races
in
approximately such proportions is an
impressively large undertaking
On 1-Day Monday, when the yellow
buses rolled and previously all-black
William Paca got itself integrated,
parents again stood at the schoolhouse
door as so many people have during all
(he miserable years of this degrading

The cost to the American taxpayer for this undeclared war? A
whopping $137 billion.

for votes on the issue. From Nixon,
their President, to Mandel. their
governor, they've been inflamed into
thinking
that
a
family has a
constitutional right to free parking in
front of the brick-veneer bungalow and
a 10-minute stroll to school.
If there has been one issue on which
you'd think the pols might have
displayed a little of that leadership
they're always talking about, it was
this one One. Charles Mathias. the
senior United States Senator and the
best thing to come out of Maryland
since soft-shell crabs, has nothing to
apologize for. so. of course, being a
lone and easy target, the ladies were

WHAT I AM suggesting, then, is that
HGSI is facing a difficult, but not
unique problem It is CLEARLY not in
the spirit of equal treatment to
continue
to
discriminate
against
women.
It is PROBABLY illegal as well
(though this has not yet been tested by
the courts l.
As a public university with a visible
commitment to quality athletics and to
non discnmin.ition. I suggest we are in
an
excellent
position to
begin
equalization Where we lead, others
are likely to follow
THE PROBLEM is not. of course,
confined to intercollegiate athletics
Similar inequities in expenditure exist
for recreational athletic facilities as
well
As just one example, the University
squash courts are restricted to men
only, for the simple reason that the
only entrance to the courts is through
the men's dressing room i.'ow long
will it be before a Bowling Green
woman, desiring to play squash,
demands that the University stop Its
discrimination''
More to the point, what will the
response of the University be when
incidents like this occur1 The choice is
entirely ours

CHARGE!'

Leirera
criteria for equality
Mr Goebel
As feminists at this University we
find the new admissions policy a step
in the right direction for equality of
people
We applaud and welcome our sisters
who still account for 65 per cent to 70
per cent ol next year's incoming
students We also welcome all conscious, liberated brothers
In answer to your objections to the
new policy, the problem of converting
residence is so trivial that it disci vet
little comment
If the University can put acres of
carpet in the dorms, they could convert
mens' bathrooms to accommodate
women and satisfy the sensitive nature
of parent and University in that area
WE QUESTION the validity of your
argument concerning school spirit. As
shown by such schools as Antioch.
Oberlin. Case Western Reserve and
Ohio Wesleyan. school spirit can be
generated in areas other than sports,
such as music, arts, philosophy and the
sciences.
Wouldn't you rather graduate from a
school with superior academic quality
than one with a winning hockey team''
Or are you afraid you couldn't make it
in that kind of environment.'

it's about time that they realize
marriage isn't their only choice. A
career and a marriage do mix; and a
diploma is no gua rantee of a job
Your argument of discrimination
against the American male implies
that all people are equal but some are
more equal than others Both women
and men will have to qualify to enter
this University.
The sex ratio was discriminatory
because it denied academically qualified women the right of admission
This amendment does not exclude academically qualified men
Mr. Goebel has no statistics to
support his argument of male high
school
difficulties of
maintaining
decent grades The majority of men in
high school are not sports-participants

recruitment of MALE students, you
really can't look at their class rank, as
you can WOMEN
Why should the high school male be
given a wider scope of consideration
than the female" What is class rank if
not a fair consideration for college admission"
We take a quote from Louisa May
Alcott:
p.
"1 am neither a minor, moron, or a
felon-and I don't want to be treated like
one "
Madonna Couturier
KannaSipple
Karen Sherman
422'2E W'ooster
Ouida Murdock
332 E. Second Street
Perrysburg. Ohio

WHERE IS THE money from their
part-time jobs going when the majority
of high school women do not date until
they are 17" Psychologically, high
school women are more mature and
more motivated to learn than high
school men

Linda Squires
236 Prout Pall
Christy I'allowell
Michele f'aller
214 Prout Pall

This is what we understand to be Mr
Goebels interpretation of Dr Kenneth
Rothe's quote.
When considering the application and

Debbie Davies
26 Prout Pall

Sports are valid, but the balance of
our school's existence shouldn't be laid
on them.
Speaking of your concern in what you
foresee to be a void in certain areas
formerly dominated by men, we recognize that in the next few years there
shall be a decrease in these courses
and fields of study but with adequate
high school and pre-high school counseling, both men and women will find
areas formerly closed to them due to
sexist indoctrination
IN ADDITION, there will be a great
influx of qualified persons obtaining
entrance to this University who before
couldn't enter because of the restrictive sex ratio.

Now. Mr. Goebel...
Why should the family institute be
degraded or upset because women are
more aware, more educated, and have
more opportunities for self-satisfaction''
Women should be allowed to have
their own social, economical, and political
lives,
without
causing
"psychological
frustration
in the
male."
There is nothing wrong with the firstqualified,
first-accepted
basis for
admission
Women
have filled
unskilled jobs and manual labor positions for generations.
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Sex roles aid frustration
Dr Garth Essig. instructor of obstetrics and gynecology at Ohio State University, claims the most important element for a satisfying
sexual experience is free
communication
between
partners
Dr. Essig spoke to a group
of about 100 students last
night in Ashley Hall lounge
about human sexuality and

questions relating to sexual
behavior.

HE

sexual activity,
thereby
making both persons much
more relaxed, he said
Dr. Essig said a lack of
understanding and communication is one reason
many one night stands'
turn out to be unrewarding
sexual experiences
Dr Essig said in Amen
can society the male has
traditionally been assigned
the aggressive,
informed

EMPHASIZED

communication as the most
important element for a
satisfying sexual experience
because he said, "what is
one man's stimulation, is
another man's disgusting
inhibition."
Free communication permits a couple to express
fears and preferences in

newsnoTes
representatives of the United States and
North Vietnam on minesweeping
operations
A Navy task force of between 20 and 25
vessels has been gathering in the Gull of
Tonkin, awaiting orders to begin
clearing the mines from North
Vietnam's seven ports and inland

Stennis health

WASHINGTON 1AP1 ■ The condition
of Sen. John C. Stennis worsened
following new surgery yesterday and a
hospital spokesman said his chance of
recovery is considered grave'' The
senator was shot twice in a holdup a
week ago
The 71-year-old Mississippi Democrat
was in the operating room at Walter
Reed Army Medical Center for 45
minutes after doctors suspected a
blockage had developed in his small
intestine, said hospital spokesman Maj
Frank Garland

waterwayi

Court order

Mine clearing
WASHINGTON lAPl-PourU.S Navy
minesweepers were ordered yesterday
to begin clearing an anchorage 35 miles
off 1'aiphong harbor to serve as a base ol
operations for later sweeping of mines
from North Vietnamese ports
The first step in the mine clearing
process followed a meeting Monday in
I'aiphong between senior military

BATON ROUGE. La lAPi - A judge
yesterday ordered six students
permanently barred from Southern
University's Baton Kouge campus on
grounds they had contributed to campus
unrest and likelv would again if they
have the chance
State District Court Judge Lewis S
Doherly issued the ruling shortly after it
was announced in a related development
that the East Baton Rouge grand jury
will investigate last tail's violence in
which two students died at the campus
Doherty's ruling allowed three other
students also accused ol being trouble
makers, to return to campus

member'' in a partnership
while the female is expected
to be naive and passive
Women can't risk asking
questions about sex for fear
they may betray their abundance of knowledge and men
must act experienced so as
not to betray their masculinity, he said.
Dr Essig said this roleplaying and society's sexual
taboos builds up frustration
in relationships
SEXUAL NORMS and
taboos are rules taught by
society and are not "inborn
preferences." he said
Dr Essig said although it
is difficult to explain human
sexuality he defines it as
interaction between two or
more persons where the ultimate goal is to attain genital
pleasure "
I'e said there is a variety
of ways this goal can be
reached, limited only by
restrictions man himself
places on his actions

Sanitary
Dry Cleaners

FREE
OFFER:

and then return an indictment
Pe added if an indictment
is served, another arraignment will be held in which
Yarger would enter a plea.
Sheriff Coller said if
Yarger pleads aot guilt? the
trial would go before a petit

From the outside looking in, 'his little boy named Mike it fascinated by the live animal inside a cage at the Toledo zoo.

the children?

'Power balance key to peace'
The balance of power
among Japan, the Soviet
Union, the United States and
the Peoples Republic of
China is the key to peace in
Asia, according to Dr Roy
U T. Kim
Dr
Kim. a political
silence professor at Drexel

Alleged rapist to face grand jury
ship and raping them.
Nineteen-year-old Mike
Yarger of Perrysburg has
The juvenile has pleaded
been bound over to the grand
guilty to the charge in Wood
jury on two counts of rape
County Juvenile Court
filed in Perrysburg Municipal Court
WOOD COUNTY Sheriff
The char(fl|s.,steni;frOJiC""Jtajir»)nd" Coller said the
the alleged rape ot -two I'm -Vj|ras»l jury will see if it haa
varsity women students on
enough evidence on the case
Jan 10
Yarger. along with a 16year-old companion, has
been charged with picking
up two University women on
East Wooster Street, driving
them to Perrysburg town-

Please don'i feed

jury, composed of 12 people.
If he pleads guilty the
court would take the plea
and go ahead with the trial.
Sheriff Coller said
The case against the
juvenile
will continue
following a report from
Columbus

centration oi Soviet troops
on its border as .1 threat, Dr
Kim said the I' S made it
clear 111 1969 that if Red
China attacked the Soviet
Cnion. we "would not stand
idle " Since China [eared .111
attack on its nuclear bases
by the U.S.S.R
Dr Kim
said it needed to improve
relations with the United
States
He said the U.S.S.R and
Japan both reacted to
Nixon's visit with shock Dr
Kim said Moscow was "near
hysteria
because the
Russian'. 1 iewed the visit as

University, spoke yesterday
to about 80 people on the
factors leading to .1 stable
peace throughout Asia
I'e said while peace in
Vietnam and Korea was
crucial to Asian peace, the
relationships among the
major powers would ulli
malely play the determining
roles in the Asian picture
Dr Kim cited Nixon's
visit to China as a major
agent in restructuring the
balances of power between
the U.S.S.R. and Hed China,
the U.S.S.R and the United
Slates, and 'he United States
and Red China
I'e said Nixon was invited
to China because the
Chinese regarded the con-

r

a Chinese surrender ol Com
inunisl principles
The border dispute
between Red China and the

U.S.S.R was also cited as a
major lactor In the Asian
peace picture
While the two nations nave
been
holding
border
negotiations since l!H>ti. the
change in Chinese policy
toward the U S and Chinese
influence on a territorial
dispute between Japan and
the U S.S.H have slowed

agreement.
Dr Knn also said Moscow
and Peking will continue In

otter support to the North
Vietnamese during peace
time However, he believes
the North Vietnamese
government will try to get
the most it can Irom both
powers
without
surrendering to one or the
other
He said they could come
out on top with the aid that
the Communist powers and
the U S will be offering
during cease-fire rebuilding

City tax head, 67, dies
Ray Sorensen. ti7. administrator ot the city income tax
department, died yesterday morning at his home. 155

Buttonwood We
All city offices will close at noon Thursday to commemorate his death

. . ,.; ..,,. ^^

■ i BUI
r..i

JohniTTcLaughlin
and Hie

SRflOETTI
TONITEocjrf.

/y
^

niahavishnu Orchestra^
<*>Febe 15,11973
^

Spaghetti

4n< QOrO'c b^-GcL

5-9p.m. at PAGLIAI'S >ooi S.,%m

ir~

UAO
GORDON LIGHTFOOT
FEB. 22 - 8 P.M.
♦2.50 general - '3.00 reserved
Til Valentine's Day
Any

TICKETS ON SALE TOMORROW!

Red Garment
Dry Cleaned
FREE
When Accompanied
By A Like Garment
At Regular Price
For Example
red dress cleaned free
with a dress of
any color.
(no pinks or plaids,
just red)

/?*•-*«'*jed«' Dty CIeort»ng
S4S N. Maple

Across From
Harshman

Tiers are lead ■•*•»•* ead II
eel .■■-..
•adlie. is." »lb* Mal».>t»M Orebe.ir,
IWi- h.f •»•■ nsea air ■•ibaal a aoabi ix |.r.i
>«i jail >*rt ■Hi'esnraiai head la 'mm • law ad
«>"»« (an aaal re** are eriaelli lea inim
M <B «**<tlbat| Ibrir taeadt H is sa r*a»a**> ead
as**** thai II -a*U a* imaaanWe la MfaMM fniM
». ihss SJ-IMM
The |<«# it lead bi I«IK>II Malu>iiha* >•**
M, I -..,. la Hr .. ,..(. hi.xii. in* taarisaal head at
UMtf eiiree'dsaari ulxu W<IMI>I» Bai .»H|M asm* H MakaoiMa aerates a) a*i urea* belled

UNION TICKET OFFICE

'i. I*M-I " "»*d » •• ■ ,.",,,1,1.1. ,,,.., tnt
(•ret *>i tasr* iw»m b» |.i. he has reaped b»
i»l new aM beaid (»ea ■• ssxal i idarellei and
*(.,. sad aoit.i'i «•!• iitfin baaes a del M<
trade*- > » *e b*ro*(t* as rriixt •■ tied i«>» use lb*
• a« Mdescribe hai •■siksaj The aaeed • us -s.i» a*

i reelli
a* -at da lb* alter «•»•*<■
MM i* ia«< WeJet stHt|st '■ Kalaird a
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t.iaiae lb* i.ii »l ib*ea cleared *■■ lea. M| eke laaPeIlfjsi le ihear rawest Tars* sat" lertwrtaas are
.WHBHI l.rr.i Ceadaua a M. I aoaftka <,< UM Iiddl*
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SUBS
75*
Dairy Twist Specials
16" pizza
12" pizza
9" pizza

«1.69
»1.19
$
.89

The Student Union Board
The University of Toledo
Stu. Huion Auditorium
3.00 in advance
TicRets at 405
'3.50 at the door

u

l

Srudenf Serrises
ACROSS FROM HARSHMAN

Tn

Concert at 8:00 P.M.

\
^
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Course inconsistencies found
. from page one
The committee found
Inconsistencies
m
the
humanities social sciences
rciniiicmenl because siime
departments
disciplines
find themselves divided, nut
Simply in their place within

two or more groups, but
among various faculty
members' ways of defining
their discipline."'
Kor example the report
asked it history is a humanity or a social science
ACCORDING

to

the

report, the question only
points out the need to redefine the group IV requirements in terms of specific
Courses rather than disciplines, and a specified
number of these courses
rather than simply a distribution among depart-

Authorities clarify
Corona sentence
SACRAMENTO,
Calll
Juan Corona, run
in the nation's biggesl
mass murder case, can tie
considered foi parole after
seven years even iliough he
has been sentenced Ui 29
consecutive liic terms in prison, state authorities said
yesterday
IAI'I
MI till

Newsphoto by Luann Bell

■Bedding
pile up

From a loft of bedsprlngt and maltrestes, Susie Haas, Betsy
Fisher, both freshmen |A&S), and Agnus Wey, sophomore
(Ed.), peer down at passers-by in the center loi ige of
McDonald West Hall as workmen carpet the rooms.

iv cm ,mi\ serve one
life
s.nii Eurl Baldei man
a spokesman for Ihe California \iinii \uthority, Ihe
itale s
parole gi anting
ugenc>
i Minna !« was sentenced
VI,mil,i\ h\ Superioi Court
Judge Richard I'allon in
Kairfield, Calll aftei a de
I-'MSI' inotHin foi ,i new n tal
u i - rejected

Peace officials to meet
< V. \spl\t.Tn\ i VPi \pemv Kissinger's poslwai
J'avols took on an added
intension ihe United States
4 nil \ o i I h
Viel na ill
announced yesterday thai a
major International con
ference to guarantee the
Vietnam pe ice would open
rji Paris Fcb 2fi
; A lew hours alter the joint
4nrtouncement ot the con
ferenre dale and site. Ihe
w'ln'e House disclosed that
Kissinger would stop in Laos
Friday lo check on
prospects for a Laotian
fiue-fire before heading to
anoi Saturday for (our
fays of talks
; KISSINGER, presidential
jfdvisor and chiel I' S

1

negotiator of the Vietnam
peace agreement signed
Jan 27 departs Andrews
\n Force Has.- Mil . at 10
,i III today lie will go first
to Bangkok to confer with
I'll.n officials and with I' S
ambassadors from Souih
Vietnam
Cambodia and
Lao.
Then he will head on lo
Vientiane lot talk, with
Luotian officials then i"
Tan, i and .illcrw.inls lo
Peking ho five days ol con
sultalions with Chinese
leader-

WHEN

KISSINGER'S

Panoi
mission
was
announced l.i-t week \i\on
said the purpose ol the trip
was IO open direci coin

DOMINOS OPEN

11:30 a.m.-1:00 a.m.

NEWLOVE
APARTMENTS
FURNISHED

WOMEN plan

reconstruct ion program
I'hi' daj after Kissinger
initialed the Vietnam agree
iiieui
he told a news
conference he expected Ihe
i ease fire m South \ letnam
lo spread soon lo Laos and
latci loCamhodia

rape discussion
WOMEN, i i nivorsin
i ctoi'iii/i'il
in gani/atioil
VMII discuss rapes ill Ihe
llowling til,on .oe.i .mil
staffing loi mo women
, enlei and scs inlormatinn
ecnlei tomorrow night at
. ::niii.'i ' I'.n, i' ill
\ll interested pel S 'M . .Hi'
welcome In attend

Men's honorary
to hold banquet
I'in Eta Sigma freshman
men s honorary. will hold its
annual banquet, initiation
and organizational meeting
al I Ward Johnson's rest
.no.ml on l-iasl WoOStei
Street at i> .'Mi p m Sunday,
Ki li :'■■
Ml members ot the
organization an1 welcome to
attend, meel the new initiates and elect officers
Those
interested
should
make
reservations
with
Mike Klorio. S72-I9SS, or
Lam inioh :t?'j-mm by
I el. Hi

Saturday 10th - 8:00-12:00

Hydraulic Room
Members free

Ciipeted anit ihdiips
Approximately 31 teel ot Miiiane
Coppeitone stove anil matching telllQtiatOI
Sepaid"e an conditioning ami hiating system
Gas vvatei sewai)e tuimsheil
Foul persons each apartment
All buildings die new
located thiee hlncks horn COtnpus
laondty lacilities in earh building

!

THE GROUP V requirement includes art. literature, music, philosophy and
speech

Social Sciences."
The tirst course would be
Man in Relation to l'im
self.' including such topics
as self-perception and
creating personal images
The course would be offered
under arts and sciences but
would draw faculty Irnm the
psychology, sociology and
philosophy departments
The second course would
be Man and I"is Knvironment. which would stress
economics and geographv
while the third
Man and
I'IS World." would be based
on histnr\ and political
srience
According t<> the report,
the committee couidn t
make specific recommendations for the last group
requirement, (iroup V. because the educational objec

Dr Bashore said he hoped
the Academic Development
Evaluation Committee, a
sub-committee of Academic
Council, would take a look at
the response presented by
some members of the philosophy department
Philosophy professors proposed the Group V requirements consist of four
groups.
Patterns of
Thinking
Patterns
ot
Science. Patterns of Cullure and Patierns in the
I'unianilu-s
The committee also said il
hoped the advising system
would be revised "to cope
with the curncular mobilitv
expected as more options
become available

Advanced class in golf
to be open to women
The health and physical education department will offer
an advanced goit course for women from S-5 p m on
Thursdays during spring quarter
Women can enter Ihe Course il lhe\ can score 65 or below
lor nine holes and own their own goli clubs There is a $7 50
ice Foi enrolling in the course
Women who want to register m.i\ contact Carol Durentini
,ii ZOIC Men s Gym or call :!72 :'77'J prior to spring
registration

ANOTHER SPECIAL
FROM DOMINOS
The best pizza in
town at any price

LARGE PIZZA
50c Off and Free Qt. Coke

SMALL PIZZA
25 Off and Free 16 oz. Coke

STADIUM - VU
New Name

tives and intentions of that
group were too vague

c

New Food

OPEN 7 DAYS - SUNDAY thru THURSDAY 11 a.m.-12 p.m.
FRIDAY and SATURDAY 11 a.m. • 1 p.m.

WEDNESDAY SPECIAL

Rib Eye Steak Dinner
Tossed Salad, Baked Potato, Roll

CAMPUS MANOR
APARTMENTS

Two Bediooms

Their hacked ami slashed
bodies were unearthed in the
spring nl IH71 from make
shift graves in orchards
along the heather River
near Yuba City. 45 miles
mirth nl Sacramento

1 heir Guest U

Second & Third Floor at
521 E Merry $65 Each Student
Lower Floor 521 E. Merry
$55 Each Student
Apts at 1470 & 1490 Cough St
$65 Each Student
Apt 824 6th St $55 Each Student

Each Apartment Includes

CORONA, a Mexican national and (arm labor eon
tractor, was convicted .Ian
18 mi 2'i counts ill firstdegree murder for the
slaying ol 2f> itinerant farm
workei s

Beer, Music, Raffle Drawing

Reg. $1.49 Now Only .99
ACROSS FROM THE FOOTBALL STADIUM

Leasing June 15th to September 15th
$130 00 pei month

seeutive hie terms itrealed as one lift- sentenre
A stale appeals eourt upheld
that interpretation in 1 ?*45>
he said
Defense attorne) Richard
I'awk moved for a new trial
on grounds Ol jury tarn
pering

SKI CLUB PARTY

LEASING SEPT. 1 Sth JUNE 15th

ABOVE MENTIONED APTS AIL 4 MAN

!

iniinicatioii will) lop North
\ letntiniese
officials, to
ilisruss postwar relation
illip .mil t<> initiate ncgntl
allons loi \oi ih \ irin.on s
share oi ih,- Indochina wale

SPECIAL
prosecutoi
Ronald I'ahev said later that
tin' effect ol the consecutive
sentences would be to deny
i Hioii.i any chance ot parole
because he would have to
serve seven years ol each
sentence, or i?:i years
before he could be eligible
Bui slate parole and other
authorities said yesterday
that I- incorrect
I'alderman said tin- law is
thai anv sentence Ol con

ments
The committee
also
recommended establishing
three quarter-long courses
under the tentative title ol
"An Introduction to the

BEHIND BURGER CHEF

GOOD 11:30-5:00

352-5221

Now Open 11:30 a.m.-l:00 a.m.

HEY
PODNERS!
Wednesday is
Dollar Day

(Next to Sterling)

Practically on Campus - 2 minute walk
All new modern and furnished
Plenty of free parking
Cable TV
Gas hot water heat & air conditioning
Twenty Business locations at your finger
tips
Full security-Outer doors locked at all times
Communications system between apartment and front door
Electric lock release between apartment
and front door
A location that requires no car

NEWLOVE REALTY

OFFICE

328 South Main St.
Phone 353-73

530'/2 E. Wooster (rear & up)
Over Student Book Exchange

352-7365

352-9302

3524045

1/4 lb. Western

CHEESEBURGER PLATTER
(cole slaw & french fries)

and a Coke®
Good Feb. 7 only

Reg. $1.25

Roy\

M.00
Roy Rogers
Restaurant

^•ttrouSANrr

300 E. Wooster

W«dn«»doy. February 7. 1973, Th. BG Newi Poa. 5

II here Thrifty .S/n>/>/*i#i^f

>. „...,ur,-

_

LOOK WHAT WE'VE GOT ON SALE NOW!

GreatScot

GREAT MEAT BUYS-FROM GREAT SCOT!

FRIENDLY FOOD STOKES

RA1H BLACKHAWK

WIENERS

Choosy'
USDA
CHOICE

TOP ROUND
STEAK

DELICIOUS & NUTRITIOUS MEAL FOR YOUR
FAMILY! LBS USDA CHOOSY CHOICE ROUND STEAK
*2M WILL FEED A HUNGRY FAMILY OF 5
FOR APPROXIMATELY 52' PER SERVING!

.99°

OCEAN PERCH

PORK CUTLETS

99c

PORK SAUSAGE

59c

$159
IB.

BRAUNSCHWEIGER

„ 59c

CHICKEN BREASTS..... 69c

GREAT SCOT'S ANNUAL

MID-WINTER BAKE SALE!

JL'ST IN TIME TO HAKE A VALE1ST1NE TREAT!

THANK TOU

CHERRY PIE
FILLING

r

7 DAY BONUS BUYS & KOOL KRISP PRODUCE

YA CANT AFFORD
TO PASS THESE BARGAINS UP!

YOU CAN SAVE

1

COUPOHS

nSST.

49
5~**

W $1 3 7 WITH THESE
TO

pi oumffTflrtflMA-"■

.IB.
I BAG

WltH IHItOlUI UOKOUPON
COOOIHlU'lt 11 «'»

. .. llQO.O^y.fJwvutfvvtfWtf*
jwBftAA'Airoflft'oi
i0^Gi
DUNCAN MINIS LAYER A I Wif
re
CAKE MIX.... PKC 0/0/
OJOJ

■

.o.O'.f yg iy fy.q^o jo.ooogj
■

DOMINO CANE

:
-

SUGAR

VINE RIPE

TOMATOES

I*
LB.
KOOL
KRISP
'PRODUCEi
PRICES GOOD THRU FEB. 12. 1973 - WE RESERVE QUANTITY RIGHTS

THANKS FOR SHOPPING GREATSCOT!

m °NI Mf%

0MG49

^'.^mmmi
3

CEREAL

WHEATIES

...

www

I-IVMI

uoz.OKc

PKG.

in

■ I SCO! COUPON
U 1«*3

^
t
'^J

v ■ of, A o o A n A A ft (i 5 n t\ ,• o j' 0 ,-i o ii ii ft»
LIQUID DETERGENT

DOVE

„ AQc
27
OI.

^3

II IN THUG*!*' SCOT COUPON
GOOD iHtulll 11 ■•>)

:'"!

GreatScot
FRIENDLY FOOD STORES

'
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Airports check security
in Philadelphia. Boston and

By Ike Associated Press

Chicago- pulled
Security
stepped
many
ports

measures

up

of

were

yeslerdav

the

nation's

despite

a

.11
air-

back

effect. U

action

Judge

didn't
not

have

manager

going
of

International

to

to.

so
said

operations

Philadelphia
Airport,

but now would await

dis

cussing the guard situation

THE

Call for

ongratulations
lAl To Our New
Little Sisters
THE PIKES

LYRIC AUTOMOTIVE
An Alternative

VW and Domestic Repairs
455 S. Main St. - 352-7031
Richard Kern & Lyle Yackee Proprietors

PRESERVATIONAL HALLJ
JAZZ BAND
FRL, FEB. 23 - 8:00 P.M.
•1.00-UNION TICKET OFFICE

al

Friendship
Airport,

Less (han 12 hours before
the

plan

was
S

to

go

into

District Court

John

Smith

was

delay in enforcement of the

Baltimore's

rules and set Feb. 13 for fur-

International

ther court proceedings

where the 22-man
force

two-part

had

been

Pe issued the temporary
injunction at the request of

doubled with the addition ol

the Airport Operators Coun-

off-duty county policemen

cil

The

LUNCH TIME SPECIAL

SITUATION

reversed

guard

B

MM

the outcome of further court

We

airports

Washington ordered a 10-day

ENG
BA
PER
PSYC
PSYC
PSYC
PSYC
PSYC
PSYC
NURS
NURS
NURS
NURS
BA
BA
ED
ED
ENG
ENG
MUSP
MUED
PSYC
BIOL
BIOL
GEOG
GEOG
CI!EM
L&EM
GERM
GERM
RUSN
POLS

night Monday

Charles Rogers,

major

in

1769
1268
149ft
3576

port,

tation o( new federal anil
few

DEPT

step of a

posting

of

armed

International.

repre-

senting 231 facilities serving

guards al departure check-

M

points is required under the

traffic

per

cent

of

U.

S.

air

"The Message of Baha'u'llah
and the Baha'i Faith"
Wed. 7:30 Perry Croghan Room-Union

CONGRATULATIONS ALPHA CHI'S:
NANCY M. ON YOUR
ENGAGEMENT TO TOM
BONNIE K. ON YOUR
ENGAGEMENT TO BOB
TONIK.ONYOUR
PINNING TO DAVE
The Sigma Nu Lil Sisses Say Congrats to:
Lavalier

Jeff & Diane
John & Vicki

Doug & Debbie
Chuch & Joanne

3587
3600
3613
3647
3257
3258
3260
3261
1269
1270
1583
1579
1781
1794
2778
2473
3614
1221
1244
1962
1953
1381
2566
2017
0904
2043
3534
2428
1306
1339
3268
3286
3818
3819
3820
MM
3822
3338 PHIL

L'OEC
BUSE
BLAW
PI'YS
PI'YS

Section

Bob & Sharon Joe & Randy
Bob & Toots

S(K'
SOC
S(X'
SOC
340

U.A.O. Weekend Movies
The DevilS

with Mick Jagger

n.OOwithl.D.

Performance
4.00 with I.D.

Depl

Credit

I'PE
1"PE
BIOL

1
1
2
3

HOEC
POPC

3
4

PER
MUSP
MUSP
MUSP

2
1
1
1
2
1
2
3
1
2
3

322
195
170
170
250
310
310
365
313
313
313

PHIL
HOEC

0923
0924
0925
0926
0927
0928
0929
0930
0931
0932

SECTIONS

Course
No.
100
200
490
490
480
480
490

No.
0908
0909
0907
0906
0910
0911
0912

llw. 11MTF
3-5MW.8-10R
Samejima
Conner
2MTW
Arrange
10MTRF

m

soc

ADDED

Engaged

9:30-

SHOULD BE RECORDED AS

Cancelled
UW. 10MTF
3-SMW
Conner
Samejima
2MWR
1-SMW
9-12W
Cancelled
tU
lOhrs
5 hrs
202
10 hrs
5 hrs
302
12 hrs
(hrs
302
12hrs.
(hrs.
102
UW. 1MTW
UW.8MTW
102
11W.2MT. IF
11W.2TR. IF
402
11MTRF
10MTWR
402
1MTWR
2MTWR
200
11MTWRF
10MTWRF
200
11MTWRF
10MTWRF
MUSP 451
MUSP 455
MUED 510
MUED 151 Class Piano
3-6W
2-5W
S12
213
9TR.8F.9-11F
9TR.8F.9-11F8-UM
413
10MW. 1IW.8-11TR
I0MW. UW 9-12TR
430
10-UM. 10-UR
10-12MR
341
9TWF
10TWF
307
7-10PM MW
7-10PM W
442
3-5T. 1-3R
2MTWR
201
9TWRF
9MWRF
202
9TWRF
9MWRF
9TWR
9MWR
319
440
7-9PM MW
7-9PM TW
HOEC 422
L'OEC 4J2
215
4MT. 4MR
4MT, 4WR
11MTWR
415
12MTWR
100
3crd 3MTW
4crd 3MTWR
Scrd 10MTRF. 12-3F
4crd 10MTRF
316
8hrs
4 hrs
316
8hrs.
4 hrs
316
8 firs
4 hrs
317
8 hrs
4 hrs
317
8 hrs
4 hrs
NOTE: CONFERENCE PARTICIPATION APRIL 11-13; 5 WEEK COURSE

Pinning

7:00-

NOW RECORDED AS

200
102
342
270
271
2M>
44D
506
M2

Denny & Rosie

February 9 and 10

*•*
TICKETS ON SALE TOMORROW

CRSNO

federal plan

take up stations at the air-

were

however-including facilities

SECT NO

second

guards that had been sche-

ordered delay in implemen-

A

had been set on Monday to

duled to go on duty at mid

court

hijack regulations

I'e said city police units

extra

Schedule changes

1

HOEC
CI'EM
CKEM
ART
PHYS
PI'YS
PI'YS

SPRING

QUARTER

Description

Time

Instructor

Table Tennis
Table Tennis
Environ Impact State
Phil of Religion Pers Storv
Sem Food & Nut
Sem Child & Family
Art of Silent Cinema

7-9PMT
7-9PMT
4-6 W
7-9PM R
3-5T.2R
7-10PM T
7-9PM TWR

Jackson
Bacik
Harm Renker
Hatcher
Marsden Myers

Red Cr Water Safety
Pedal Harp Class
Voice Class
Voice Class
Foundat I'ome Ec Educ
Chemical Information
Chemical Information
Weaving
Adv Physics Lab
Adv Phvsics Lab
Adv Physics Lab

8-10 TR
Arrange
12 MW
12 TR
11 R. 10-12 F
Arrange
Arrange
1-3 TWF
2-5 T
2-5 R
12-3 F

Stubbs
Inglefield

fall
Pall
Lenderman
Cobb
Cobb
Cobb

BARGAIN PRICES FOR THURSDAY & SUNDAY
Will NOT APPLY TO

210 Math-Science

POSEIDON ADVENTURE''

CLaSSIFIED

STAMVM

Cinema 1*2) S
HELD OVER - 3rd GREAT WEEK!
NOW

EM '0b 9 30

) »nu somrm

M

Sal ft Sun 2 70 4 30 '05 9 30

ow » rut

UMTISI

ttctn «Dvf«mjfM t

UAO Night in

Freeport

Charmers
CAMPUSCALENDAR
Wednesday Feb 7.1973
Women str.ick practice. 6-7 30pm. IN Women * Bldg
Christian prayer meeting 6 15pm. Pruul Chapel

Carnation Room-7:30-9:00

Feb. 8th

Free!!

Bowling Green Ski Club. 6 30pm. 115 Education
Women in Communications. 7pm. Faculty Lounge. I'nton
Speaker will be Kathy O'Connor. WING radio. Dayton
Free & open to the public
RinkHats meeting. 7pm. 212 Paves Pall

»ci.infa!^-ihirai«»AMi*nir.j.,tfim>iwi MSKKM nDBtrnms
ncroi ik ormi smut SINKS SHEIIEY MMERS » *■<« w> unu

Women s Basketball vs Findlay College. 7pm. there

MKU 91 Ml* WHJIOaiMU IKMiHllSII Miail.n,C«t lOWOUHlx
tMa»-m«,l* MKBI«MI3*IM ufxM>c«l«CVIi>WM«<nulOTS
n>9>wk"UiAiC' v»m«,« waar owrniia'
__IIU«IM

Ohio Student Kducation Assoc 7 30pm. Ohio Suite. I'mon
Arts & crafts demo Open to public

CIMIWUI

AOM
NOW

HKMWIWM

Aouits Siso
EM

' 9 30

.JVlspwwsr

MFA Program. 8 30pm. 115 Education Bldg James Liddy
will read Free & open to public

WOMEN'S

Sit ft Sun ? K 4 IS ' 9 30

LOST AND FOUND

ANOTHER SAM PECKINPAH TRIUMPH —
A IA

STRAW DOGS"

THE WHO BUNCH"

AND CO STARRING
SAUY STRUTHERS OF TVS

WINTER CLEARANCE

"All IN THE FAMILY"

Dress & Sport Sale
from our regular collection
of
Connies, Bass, Lady Dexter
& Dunhams
originally from $14.99 thru $21.9<

$

$

NOW at 7.77 & 9.77
»rc« HcguiN/an am c«»» -.-rxt CCTUUTA W MI -IS .WSINT»>ON
CO st»w«, KN JOMOON u iirntm mo van STmmtm mux
IN COtOB

RATIO

[ft

WATCH fOR

"JERIMIAH JOHNSON'' "DELIVERANCE'
"PETE N TILLIE" - "UP THE SANDBOX

ixirssoofisi
Mon.-Frj. 11-9
Sat. 10-6

Stadium Plaza

FOUND
brown & white
pupp\ in McDonald area 3723725
RIDES
Ride needed to & from
Huflato the week-end ol
February 17th will pay Call
Kathv 2 3200
Hide needed to Cleveland
Fri FebV after 4pm 372-1174
Please' Need ride to Ohio
I niv Feb 9 2-5543

I'ELP WANTED
Need
waitress
and or
deliverv men
Applv in
person
1004
S
Main
Paghai sPuia
Equal
Opportunity
Employer
WSOS Community Action Agency Pead
Start
is
accepting
applications for full time
registered
nurse
Salarv
range |6700-$7250
If
interested write WSOS-Pead
Start Box 731. Fremont.
Ohio 43420
WANTED
Wanted refrigerator II vou
have rented one that vou no
longer use call Kathy 2-3200
will pay

SKRMCESOFFEHF.D
Exp typist. Dissertations,
theses, term papers 354-7571
IMPORTS INN
Imported
Car Specialists - foreign
repair 13284 Bishop ltd It i.
Turn left off N Dixie Pwy
Open Mon l*ii IQanvSpm
Sat I0am-5pm
Classical
guitar
lessons
Segovia-Papas
method
Yam. Grelsch. Gibson gtrs.
for sale $150, f 100HO Dave
in Findlav 423-8040

PERSONALS
Education
majors
interested in full quarter's
administrative internship in
Genoa Pigh School, phone
Experimental Studies. 22256
ORIGINAL
ENGAGEMENT RINGS designed (or
you by IM'ILIP MORTON at
The Working Pand Craft
Center 515 Conneaut Free
parking 353-9932
Business majors - BA-MBA
accounting.
Marketing.
Management needed
for
professional
volunteer
positions in Vista Sign up
now for interviews Feb 13-14
in Placement Office
Urge wash 30* STADIUM
PLAZA LAUNDROMAT

Teachers • Math Science.
Guidance
Counsel ing.
Vocational Kd & Ind Arls.
English. Spanish. French.
I'ome
Ec
needed
for
professional
volunteer
positions in Peace Corps and
Vista
Sign up now lor
interviews Feb 13-14 at
Placement Office
Weekly earnings male A.
female Donations accepted
twice a week Klood Plasma
Donor Center 610 Monroe Si
Toledo. Ohio Prs Tues &
Fri. 8-6pm. Mon & Thurs. 89pm Closed Wed Ph 2553535
8 lb dry cleaning i wearing
apparel only 1$2 25 Stadium
Plaza Laundromat
Do your own thing - special
fancv printed l shirts and u
trow for your special guy on
Valentine Dav from TPE
DEN
Farming
background.
Forestry. Fisheries. Farm
Management
Machinerv
repair,
grain-vegetable
production.
FFA
4P
Needed (or Peace Corps in
57 countries Sign up now in
Placement
Office
for
interviews Feb 13-14
Pear talk. Population and
Politics in Latin America.
2pm Thursday. Ohio Suite.
Given by Dr Terry McCoy.
Assistant
Professor
Political Science. Ohio Stale
Pear
Ms
Patricia
Montgomery Director of the
Honiara Free School, talk
about her work, and also see
the movie
Summerhill.
Thursday
evening
7 00.
Room 115 Ed Bldg
To Perb and
old' RG
actives
Thanks for
Saturday breakfast.
You
may ever forget Sunday s'
The Nifty 9
TheBG Rugby Team sei
girls b-ball • put Cindy's cast
to good use and stomp on
Findlay
Congrats to the new
of Sigma Nu • Pat
Kevin Conynaam
Anderson.
The

actives
Palton.
L Bill
Snake

Congratulations Rollie and
Darlene on your Phi Kappa
Psi lavelierini The Little
Sisses

1 M rmte needed Pouse in
Wooster-Manville area $50
per mo March 1 354 2001

Poesie Dance tonight 7 30 at
the Kreoch Pouse

University Courts beautiful
1 bdrm apt now available
Furn or unfurn Married
couple or mature single
only For info call 352-0164

Congratulations to our 15
fantastic Neophitcs ■ the
Sisters of Delta Zeta

Available fall & summer
leases Close to campus
Phone 352 -1973 353 9663

FOR SALE

2 bedroom mobile home
fum $135 mo Call 352-0182
after?

Beige couch $25
after 5pm

352-6443

1964 Venus mobile home
10x35 with 8x12 add-on hv
rm No 80 Gypsy Ln Tr Ct
$2000 354-5112
Scuba tank
one year old
$65 Call Art 352-0124 btw
5 00-7 00
Lafayette component stereo
Criterion
spkrs
V
reasonable' 352-3*44
Realistic 100 watt receiver,
2 J.B L speakers Call 372
3270
68 VW Camper. 71 engine
18.000 mi 353-1854

1971 VW Van Call 352-6759
Artie
1965 VW good condition. $500
or best offer 1967 Mustang
Fastback good condition
9600 or best offer, call 3536451 after 6pm
66 VW bus good shape extra
gas heater 1650 will
negotiate call 372-5547

FOR RENT
1

1 F rm needed now
lease HO mo 352 7380

University Village 2 bdrm
apts Married couples or
mature singles Immediate
occupancy. For info call 35?
0164
Large 2 bdrm apts for 4
students
E.
Merry

University Courts 2 bdrm
apt Available Feb 15 Furn
or unfum - mature tenants
only For info 352-0164
Need 1 F for house sublet
now or spr qtr 353-1445
Wanted 1 M to sublease in
4th St apt Spring Quarter
Nice place, good rate Call
352-0567
1 M spr quarter 705 Seventh
St 352-600$
University Courts 2 bdrm
unit
Students
Available
spr qtr 352-0164
1 bedroom furnished apt
$125 mo
all
utilities
included available now 354
1452 after 4pm
Need 1 M roommate spring
qtr WinthropTer 352-5908
Need 1 F rm for spring qtr
2nd St apt. call 3524113
1 F rmte needed
quarter call 354 2464

spring

Comfortable room, walking
distance to campus, male
student 3530525
1 M needed for spr qtr
$60 mo for private rm Call
Bill after 4 00 372-3663

I F needed spring qtr Own
room $45 L util 254-6271 or
310 E Merry Avt.

$70 student ph 352-7365

Wanted F for spr. qtr
856 mo util inc 352-0*01

I female needed to share
Campus Manor apt. next
year Call 271-4035

I or 2 f rmtes needed lor
spring qtr Second St. Call
352-7904
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Period play to open
By Patty Bailey
Entertainment Editor

Opening

lady Teaile (Gloria Shanti) and Sir Peier Teazle (Tom
Almaguer) agree to disagree during on* of their comic quarrel scenes in "The School for Scandal.''

tonight

The University production
of Richard Sheridan's "The
School for Scandal" is an
attempt to capture the
flavor of the period as
opposed to trying to
replicate it. said Dr F Lee
Miesle. professor of speech
and director of the play
"There are certain basic
units of the story that have
universal appeal and are
always funny."' Dr Miesle
said The wit in the play is
highly pertinent if people
have an ear for language and
like to hear it turned."
The School for Scandal"
is one of the best known
plays in the English language First produced in
1777. the comedy of manners
has been recently revived by
several theater groups,
including the Julliard Company
The farce, which opens
tonight in the Main Audi-

torium. University Wall,
concerns a group of scandal
mongers, and their effect on
a May-December marriage
DR. MIESLE is enthusiastic about the settings
designed for the production
by Brian! 1'amor Lee, assistant professor of speech
They are wing and drop
settings which are a scenic
convention of the period of
the play and are seldom used
in modern productions
The set also employs
shutter flats." which are
two large backdrops that
part in the middle
The scenery helps keep
the play moving because it
literally lakes five seconds
to change the set." Dr
Miesle said
In addition to the wings
and shutters. Lee designed a
false proscenium arch and
built a special act curtain
for the production
"I thought this way had
some theatrical value It's

Capsule record reviews
By Frank Johnson

1

without a doubt challenge
and
surpass Womack »
latest single.
Tarry
I'ippie." It may also persuade Womack (ant to sec
an otherwise dismal lilm
The lew instrumental culs
by J J Johnson help to
mellow out the record, while
the title cut by Womack is
powerful My guess is ttut
you'll be hearing a lot from
the album in the near future

"MOM'S APPLE PIE"
(Brown Bag 14200I is one
album that has a lot going
for it
Apple Pie is a 10-man
group ol guitars, horns,
organs and bass that
attempts to outdo Chicago at
its own game
The most unique thing
about this album, on Terry
Knight s new record label, is
- FRANK ZAPPA'S latest
the cover It has gained a lot
release with the Mothers.
of publicity tor the album
The Grand Wazoo"
Unfortunately, all of the
1 Bizarre 20931 is dillerenl
cover talk has been a discusfrom the earlier recordings
sion on acceptability
This new one cannot be
Most ol the stores have
classilied as anything but
new versions ol the covers,
but those ol you with baejti I ,,r.l['.nghl jazz. Not loo
issues of Creem" can find ■.aSVA«ht. though
The live cuts on the album
the original on the back of
are pure Zappa
I'IS
the December issue
compositions arc very unu
sual. stemming from genius
BOBBY WOMACK is now
to insanity
following the money-making
A very enjoyable record
footsteps of Isaac 1'ayes.
Curtis Msyfield.
Billy
FIRST CAME Santana
Preston and Quincy Jones
Then from the same family
I'e has recorded a movie
no less, came the spin-oil
soundtrack
1 and
who
group. Malo
hasnt? 1
Another group doing the
This one "Across 110th
same kind ol music has
Street
d'A 52251. will.

emerged, although not from
UN same l.nnilv 01 even the
common locale Ol San Francisco "Daktla" 1 Epic 317561
is .1 new croup from the
Philippines
The Latin base is still
there and might sound just
like Santana Malo, but the
new flavor added is called
Tagalog. from the islands
This is the group's first
effort on record, but it Isn't
loo raw The material is still
much like lh.it ol Hie innovator Santana, but It's only
a mailer ol lime belore
there is no similarity at all
WHAT IM) Chink Kerry
and Hick Nelson have in
common" Both have made
sensational musical comebacks
Berry did his thing in
London and jogged our
memories with "My Dmg-aLing
Nelson s comeback
Wasn't as sensational as
Berry's, but it resulted in
one rather pleasant song to
pul back on our turntables.
Nelson's album. "Garden
Party" (Dacca 53911. also
has his latest single Palace
Guard " The music is a lighl

country blend of rock and
lolk The style is very easy
and the backup is a highly
competent group, the Stone
Canyon Band
Ozzie and Harriet should
be very proud
I KNOW It's my own personal taste hul I don't like
F.lton Johns Crocodile
Hock
I know that it's the
number one song in the
country, but 1 think it's one
of the worst on the album
Don't Shoot Me. I'm Only
the Piano Player
I MCA
21001
When you listen to the
whole album you'll discover
much belter material
This new album isn't too

much different from the last
one. but there is evidence
that John is trying to experiment a bit
In two compositions, he
manages to use some electronics himself, and does so
quite nicely

not the kind of thing you can
see anymore." Dr Miesle
said
The play was intended to
be played this way." the
director added I'e said the
show takes place in eight or
nine different locales which
can be cut to a minimum ol
six.

Because the play has three
main plots. Ihe different sets
help the audience to remem
ber who s on first. Dr
Miesle said
THE PLAY is being done
in full period costume
including powdered wigs,
and. according to Dr

Miesle. the costumes "look
best against this type of
scenery
The visual
spectacle
ought to be very high, the
director said
The School for Scandal"
plays tonight through Saturday in the Main Auditorium,
Curtain isSp.m

Dunn to demonstrate
special film effects
The magic of special
effects - from the prehistoric jungles in Ihe lilm
.lassie. King Kong." to the
starships and asteroids of
television's Star Trek, to
the casting out of a demon in
the upcoming film. "The
Exorcist"
all will be revealed in a special presentation at 7 30 p in Friday
Linwood Dunn, the man
who designed the effects lor
these and many other films.
will give a free demonstration of his art in the Grand
Ballroom. Union
The program will include
film
clips
illustrating
Dunn's methods at work,
particularly selections ol
"work prints" and various
other preliminary materials
used to create illusions that
people outside Ihe film
industry rarely have the
chance to see

Dunn will demonstrate
techniques ol rear-screen
projection and the use ol
miniatures.
animation,
optical
printing
malic
paintings and distortions
He will also answer any
questions the audience may
have on visual effects
SINCE HE joined RKO
Radio pictures in 192!' ,i- .1
special effects cameraman
Dunn has worked on some ol
the most significant films ol
the lasl 40 years, including
Mighty Joe Young." for
which he won the Academy
Award for Special Visual
Effects;
Flying Down to
Rio." and 'Citizen Kane
In 194ti. Dunn founded Ins
own special effects laboratory, Film Effects ol Holly
wood, and furnished visual
illusions for such films as
"It's a Mad. Mad, Mad, Mad
World." West Side Storv.

Concert lor Bangladesh."
and "Hawaii." which received .1 nomination lor the
i%7 Special Visual Effects
Vcademy Award
Dunn also has been involved in special non-theatrical lilm projects;
including
A Place to
Stand, originally produced
lor Montreal's -Expo '67';
The film won the 1968,
Vcademy Award lor Best
Live Action Short Subject •
Dunn has also created
special effects for lilmj
shown .il Ihe 1965 World f
Fan in New York City, at
'Expo '70" in Osaka. Japan;
and for numerous pnvatj
organizations
The
Bowling Greet
piesenlalion is being s[>orv

sored by WBGU-TV. ThJ
(enter lor Ihe Study of
Popular Culture, and the
Student Activities Office.

"CrocRock" isn't the only
50s song, either "I'm Going
to be a Teenage Idol" hits
Ihe idea pretty well
"CrocRock"
is almost
another "American Pie."
lyrics-wise anyway
This is a lot better than
the last album, as there are
a lot of mood changes, instead ol the same old drag

Opera sets pose problems
By Ten Sharp
Building a barn that will
fit inside Vermilion I'igh
School and vet look right at
home on stage at Toledo Masonic Auditorium is only one
of the problems laced by
Richard Crouse. who is designing the scenery for the
University's School of Musicproduction Elixir of Love."
Donizetti's 19th century
opera will be performed
Feb 14 at University fall.
Feb 16 at Toledo Masonic
Auditorium and Feb. 18 at
Vermilion I'igh School-and
that's Crouse's first
problem All of the scenerymust be designed so that it
will fit on three stages of different sizes.
While Elixir of Love" is
Crouse's 23rd show, it is his
first opera and is by far the

most complicated
sign." he said.

to

de-

IN ADDITION to planning
scenery to fit three locations, there are transportation problems, limited syiup and tear-down times between performances,
storage problems and a
limited budget
It's a four-scene show, bul
to save money, props such
as a park bench, are used in
more than one scene and
even flats serve "double
duty
"All the sets are done in
the cartoon effect, that is.
there are no moveable
parts.
Everything,
like
doors and windows,
is
painted on the set and the
flats are painted on both
sides." Crouse said
It also facilitates scene

changes, he added
One particular design
problem was a tree for the
opera's barn yard scene
"WE NEEDED a big tree
and 1 had an idea about howto do it. but my wile said it
wasn't that good I told her
to come up with something
belter, and she did." he said
The problem was to make
the tree look three dimensional, so the designer's wife
suggested fabric be used for
foliage-various shades of
green print, gingham and
other materials.
The tree, which will have
a 32-foot base, will take up
half the stage at Toledo
Masonic Auditorium and the
whole stage at the University
and
Vermilion.
which is a problem of
touring Crouse said

"The scenery is built for
Toledo, but it's arranged
and designed to come apart
for transportation and for
the different stages
In
Toledo a street scene in the
opera will have five
buildings while the same
scene in the Bowling Green
and Vermilion performances will use only three
buildings."
the designer
said
Set-up time for the
scenery is six hours. Yet
everything will fit into one
24-foot truck, which will
transport it to the various
performance locations
While Crouse and a crew
of 20 volunteer freshmen
will have from Sundaythrough Wednesday to set up
for the Feb. 14 University
performance, the rest of the
week will be hectic.

"WE'LL MOVE the set to
Toledo Thursday, take it
down Friday night, set it up
Saturday in Vermilion, then
tear it down and take it back
to Bowling Green Sunday."
Crouse said
The stage crew has been
practicing tearing down the
sets. Everything is being
built in the University
theater scene shop but, because so many other productions use the small shop, the
scenery cannot be stored
there
Parts of the opera set are
pulled on carts or carried on
foot across campus to the
School of Music Bldg where
it is being stored until the
week of performance.
Ticket information for the
opera is available by calling
372-2045. 9 a.m. to 5 p.m
weekdays.

OOm
raising

Rick Crouse, graduate student in speech (left), and another
student load flats onto the elevator backstage in the Main
Auditorium of University Hall. The sets for the upcoming
opera "Elixir of love" are stored in the Music Bldg. and transported to University Hall when needed.

people to see...places to go...things to do...
Walter Baker, pianist and
professor of piano music,
will present Part II of
American Piano Music of
the Twentieth Century on
Sunday. Feb. 11 at 8:15 p.m
in Recital Hall. School of
Music Bldg
l)j Baker's program is
the result of a 1972 Summer
Research Grant from the
University to study the
works of American piano
composers
Sunday's concert will open
with image" by Robert
Helps. Also included on the
program is Aaron Copland's
Piano Sonata" and Sonata
for Piano" by Charles T
Griffes.

The concert is open to the
public at no charge

tion will be in 105 South Hall,
from 3 30-4 30 p.m.

SCENES from Immamu
Baraka's
iLeroi Jones' i
raging and frequently misunderstood Afro-American
classic. "Dutchman" will be
performed live by theater
graduate students Ed Hill
and Ruth Ann Miller, on
Wednesday. Feb 14

THE SECOND Annual
Independent Film Festival
at the Firelands campus is
scheduled for Wednesday.
Feb 14from7 30- 10p.m.

An open discussion led byJohn Scott, playwnght-inresidence. will follow the
presentation.
The program is part of a
new on-campus series entitled.
Black
Theatre
Dimensions " The presenta-

This year funds were
available to expand the film
offerings. Sources include
professional films, some ot
the best from national artlilm festivals, and local
films by students, faculty
and area residents.
Local film-makers are encouraged to arrange to have
their films shown by contacting
Larry
Smith.

English
instructor
and
coordinator of the program,
at the Firelands campus
••TRUMPET in the
Land." Ohio's first outdoor
drama, has announced its
schedule of auditions for
actors, singers, dancers and
technicians
The open auditions will be
held from 11 a.m. to 4 p.m
on Tuesday. Feb. 27 in the
Dogwood Suite. Union.
The Ohio Symphonic
Drama, written by Paul
Green, is preparing for its
fourth season. The production provides about 100
theater jobs each summer.

Rehearsals are scheduled
to begin June II Trumpet
in the Land" will open July 3
and continue nightly, except
Mondays, through Sept. 2 in
the Schoenbrunn Amphitheatre at New Philadelphia. Ohio.
For further information
and
application
forms,
interested persons should
write to "Trumpet in the
Land." P O Box 275.
Dover, Ohio 44622
CEDAR POINT'S Live
Entertainment Department
will conduct college auditions for the 1973 summer
season of shows on Thurs-

day. March 1 beginning at 1
p.m. in the Student Services
Bldg
Auditions are held each
year to fill positions for the
point's free entertainment
program. This will mark the
first time that the Sandusky
amusement center has held
its talent search at this University.

or other technical aspects is
also encouraged to attend
the auditions for an interview.

At present, the entertainment program does not
include openings for hard
rock or soul groups, but
singers, dancers, musicians
and novelty acts of any
variety will be considered.
Anyone
interested
in
wardrobe, stage managing

The program will be aired
at 7 30 p.m tomorrow and
again at 10 p.m. Friday

THE INCREASING costs
of getting sick in Ohio are
examined on 'Ohio This
Week. WBGl-TV s series
on issues of importance lo
all state residents

GERMAINE GREER and
William F Buckley. Jr will
clash on the highly-charged
issue of women's liberation
on Monday. Feb 12 at 8 p.m

on WBGU-TV. Channel 70.
A Cambridge Debate on
Women's Lib" Will feature
Greer and Buckley as guests
ol the Cambridge i England I
Union Debating Society.
An opera based on the
actual insanity trial of
President Lincoln's widowwill be seen in "The Trial of
Marv Lincoln" at 9 p.m.
Monday Feb 12. on WBGUTV
Created especially for
television in 1971. the opera
is a blend of arias, ensembles, waltzes and lullabyes written by 27-year-old
composer Thomas Pasatieri.
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Airports check security
in Philadelphia. Boston and

By the Aiioclated Press
Security
stepped
many
ports

measures

up

of

were

yesterday

the

nation's

despite
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at
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take up stations at the air-

duled lo go on duty at mid-
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effect. 11
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tation of new federal anti-
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hijack regulations
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not
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going
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guards lhat had been sche-
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ordered delay in implemen-

to

lo."

so

now would await

operations

Philadelphia
Airport,

dis-

THE

ongratulations
To Our New
Little Sisters
THE PIKES

LYRIC AUTOMOTIVE
An Alternative

VW and Domestic Repairs
455 S. Main St. - 352-7031
Richard Kern & Lyle Yackee Proprietors

PRESERVATIONAL HALU
JAZZ BAND
FRI., FEB. 23 - 8:00 P.M.
•1.00-UNION TICKET OFFICE

at

Friendship
Airport,

two-part

Less than 12 hours before
the

plan
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to

go

into

District Court

John

Smith

in

was

delay in enforcement of the
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rules and set Feb. 13 for fur-
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ther court proceedings.

where the 22-man
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injunction at the request of
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the Airport Operators Coun-

oil duly county policemen
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Pe issued the temporary
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LUNCH TIME SPECIAL
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armed

International,
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senting 231 facilities serving

guards at departure check-
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points is required under the

traffic

per

cent

of
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air

"The Message of Baha'u'llah
and the Baha'i Faith"
Wed. 7:30 Perry Croghan Room-Union

(CONGRATULATIONS ALPHA CHI'Sj
NANCY M. ON YOUR
ENGAGEMENT TO TOM
BONNIE K. ON YOUR
ENGAGEMENT TO BOB
TONIK.ONYOUR
PINNING TO DAVE
The Sigma Nu Lil Sisses Say Congrats to:
Lavalier

Jeff & Diane
John & Vicki

Doug & Debbie
Chuch & Joanne

DEPT

1769
1288
3498
3576

ENG
BA
PER
PSYC
PSYC
PSYC
PSYC
PSYC
PSYC
NURS
NURS
NURS
NURS
BA
BA
ED
ED
ENG
ENG
MUSP
MUED
PSYC
BIOL
BIOL
GEOG
GEOG
CI!EM
L&EM
GERM
GERM
RUSN

CRSNO

NOW RECORDED AS

SPOULD BE RECORDED AS

MM
3587
3600
3613
3647
3257
3258
3260
3261
1269
1270
1583
1579
1781
1794
2778
2473
3614
1221
1244
1962
1953
1381
2566
2017
0904
2043
3534
2428
1306
1339
3268
3286
3818
3819
3820
3821
3822
3338 PHIL

M

Cancelled
11W, 10MTF
3-5MW
Conner
Samejinu
2MWR
440
1-JMW
506
9-1ZW
HI
Cancelled
202
lOhrs
5hrs
202
lOhrs
Shrs
302
12hrs
• tort
302
12hrs
tar.
102
11W. 1MTW
11W.8MTW
102
11W.2MT. IF
11W.2TR.1F
402
11MTRF
10MTWR
402
1MTWR
2MTWR
m
11MTWRF
10MTWRF
200
11MTWRF
10MTWRF
MUSP 451
MUSP 455
MUED 510
MUED 151 Class Piano
3-6W
2-5W
512
213
9TR.8F.9-11F
9TR.8F.9-11F.8-11M
413
10MW. 11W.8-11TR
10MW. 11W. 9-12TR
430
10-11M. 10-UR
10-12MR
9TWF
341
10TWF
307
7-10PM MW
7 10PM W
3-5T. 1-3R
2MTWR
442
201
9TWRF
9MWRF
HI
9TWRF
9MWRF
9TWR
319
9MWR
440
7-9PM MW
7-9PMTW
POEC 422
POEC 432
215
4MT. 4MR
4MT. 4WR
415
11MTWR
12MTWR
100
3crd. 3MTW
4crd 3MTWR
304
5 crd 10MTRF. 12-3F
4 crd 10MTRF
316
Sim.
4hrs
316
8hrs.
4hrs
316
8hrs
4hrs
317
8hrs
4hr>
317
8hrs
4hrs
NOTE CONFKRKNCK PARTICIPATION APRIL 11-13; 5-WEEK COURSE
102
342
270
271

.

llw. 11MTF
3-5MW.8-10R
Samejima
Conner
2MTW
Arrange
10MTRF

m

POLS
IJOEC
BUSE
BLAW
PI'YS

PHYS

soc

soc
soc

SOC

soc
340

Pinning
ADDED

Denny & Rosie
Engaged

Bob & Sharon Joe & Randy
Bob & Toots

U.A.O. Weekend Movies
February 9 and 10

The Devils
7:00TICKETS ON SALE TOMORROW

SECT NO

federal plan

Washington ordered a 10-day

said

cussing the guard situation

however-including facilities

second

had been set on Monday to

"We

court-

Pe said city police units

extra

Chicago-pulled

Schedule changes

with Mick Jagger

n.OOwithl.D.

Performance
9:30-

U.OOwithl.D.

Credit

Section
No.
0908
0909
0907
0906
0910
0911
0912

Dept
ITK
UPE
BIOL
PKIL
f'OEC
HOBC
POPC

1
1
2
3
3
3
4

0923
0924
0925
0926
0927
0928
0929
0930
0931
0932

PER
MUSP
MUSP
MUSP
HOEC
CI'EM
Cl'EM
AHT
PI'YS
PI'YS
PI'YS

2
1
1
1
2
1
2

SECTIONS

Course

SPRING

QUARTER

Description

Time

Instructor

100
200
490
490
480
480
490

Table Tennis
Table Tennis
Environ Impact State
Phil of Religion Pers Storv
Sem Food & Nut
Sem Child & Family
Art of Silent Cinema

7-9PMT
7-9PMT
4-6 W
7-9PM R
3-5 T. 2R
7-10PM T
7-9PMTWR

Jackson
Bacik
1 'ann Kenker
Hatcher
Marsden Myers

322
195
170
170
250
310
310
365
313
313
313

Red Cr Water Safety
Pedal I'arp Class
Voice Class
Voice Class
Kntiml.il Pome Ec Educ
Chemical Information
Chemical Information
Weaving
Adv Physics Lab
Adv Phvsics Lab
Adv Physics Lab

8-10 TR
Arrange
12 MW
12TR
11 R, 10-12 F
Arrange
Arrange
1-3 TWF
2-5 T
2-5 R
12-3 F

No.

3
1
2
3

Stubbs
Inglefield

I'all
Hall
Lenderman
Cobb
Cobb
Cobb

BARGAIN PRICES FOR THURSDAY & SUNDAY
Will NOT APPIY TO

210 Math-Science

"POSEIDON A0VENTURE"

STAMVM

UAO Night in

HELD OVER-3rd GREAT WEEK!
NOW

Ex 7 Ob 9 30

CLaSSIFIED

MSII

Cinema Ul
Sal h Sun ? ?0 4 30 7 05 9 30

• MI suavTVf m M o* m saumr now HMi ma I

Freeport

Charmers
CAMPUS CALENDAR
ttrdnrsdav Feb?. 1*73
WoRtM strack practice 6? 30pm. IMViornnis Bldg
Christian prayer meeting. 6 15pm. Prout Chapel

Carnation Room-7:30-9:00

Feb. 8th

Free!!

|to»»M»»ll«rmt tiSim «I.»IW—I|
*»ci*n'«»««'Hi pQairjaN«MNn«"j^^Gfw KOO*W imsieowMNi RCOBUTTONS
CMoumin «n>Koowii smiAsimns Minims *«-.«*>imm*
pwusutiim wiHutaamiii IK$W«M nail Misiiun,^ ,»»«?<iw»

NOW

A0UIIS

S2 SO

Ivt 7 9 30

SJI

J «* "-:■::.■:. si

MFA Program. 8 30pm. 115 Education Bldg James Liddy
will read Free A open to public

WOMEN'S

b Sun 2 20 4 3b 7 9 30

STRAW DOGS"

THE WILD BUNCH"

AND CO STARRING
SAUY STRUTHERS OF TVS

HIST AND FOUND

WINTER CLEARANCE

"All IN THE FAMILY '

Dress & Sport Sale
from our regular collection
of
Connies, Bass, Lady Dexter
& Dunhams
originally from $14.99 thru $21.9!

$

$

NOW at 7.77 & 9.77
ITIW MMUfJl/Wl mmHm -.THlGfTiWArA — A»'.MS.««siN!AtON
< O S'««w. KN XMNKN u i,n«« «-.; ULU MIUTHCin «'. mm
IN COLOR

RA1I0

[roj

WATCH fO*

"JERIMIAH JOHNSON" "DELIVERANCE"
"PETE N TILLIE" - "UP THE SANDBOX"

KinkKats meeting. 7pm. 212 Payes Pall

Ohio Student Kducalion Assoc 7 30pm. Ohio Suite Union
Arts & crafts demo Open to public

ANOTHER SAM PECKINPAH TRIUMPH —
A IA

Women in Communications. 7pm. Faculty Lounge. Cmon
Speaker will be Kathy O Connor WING radio. Dayton
Free L open to the public

Women s Basketball vs Findlay College. 7pm. there

mat«itmiul« tancKimuaioi «fiiMk'<'<MKniiiWMMaiiiiMS
■O.ntwa'Vl^ilV ivuhlMMlliW xmsOC JWIrHW
-,-,•"»"•
AOM

Bowling Green Ski Club. 6 30pm. lib Education

uars sootm
Mon.-Fri. 119
Sat. 10-6

Stadium Plaza

POUND
brown & white
pupp\ in McDonald area 3723725
RIDES
Ride needed to & Irom
Buffalo the week-end ot
February 17th will pay Call
Kathy 2-3200
Ride needed to Cleveland
Fri Feb9aiter4pm372U74
Please' Need ride to Ohio
Iniv Feb 925543

l*EU> WANTED
Need
waitress
and or
delivery men
\pplv in
person
1004
S
Main
Paghai sPuza
Equal
Opportunut
Employer
WSOS Com
munity Action Agency Pead
Start
is
accepting
applications for full time
registered nurse
Salary'
range 96700S7230
If
interested write WSOS-Pead
Start Box 731. Fremont.
Ohio 43420
WANTED
Wanted refrigerator II YOU
have rented one that vou no
longer use call Kalhv 2-3200
will pay

SKRUt F-S OFFERED
Exp tvpist. Dissertations,
theses, term papers 354-7571
IMPORTS INN
Imported
Car Specialists - foreign
repair 132W BishopRd Rt.
Turn left off N Dixie I'wy
Open Mon-Fn 10am-8pm.
Sal 10am-5pm
Classical
guitar
lessons
Segovia-Pa pas
method
Yam. Grelsch. Gibson gtrs
for sale 1150. f 100. ISO Dave
in Findlav 423-«O40

PERSONALS
Education
majors
interested in lull quarter's
administrative internship in
Genoa Pigh School, phone
Experimental Studies. 22256
ORIGINAL
ENGAGEMENT RINGS designed (or
you by PPILIP MORTON at
The Working Pand Craft
Center 515 Conneaut Free
parking 353-9932
Business majors • BA-MBA
accounting.
Marketing.
Management
needed
for
professional
volunteer
positions in Vista Sign up
now for interviews Feb 13-14
in Placement Office
Urge wash 30t STADIUM
PLAZA LAUNDROMAT

Teachers • Math Science
Outdance
Counseling.
Vocational Ed & hid Arts.
English. Spanish. French.
I'ome
Be
needed
for
professional
volunteer
positions in Peace Corps and
Vista
Sign up now for
interviews Keb 13 14 at
Placement Office
Weekly eamings male &
lemale Donations accepted
twice a week Blood Plasma
I Mum Center 610 Monroe St
Toledo. Ohio Prs Tues 1
Fri. 8-6pm Mon & Thurs. 89pm Closed Wed Ph 255
3535
8 lb dry cleaning i wearing
apparel only 112 25 Stadium
Plaia laundromat
Do your own thing - special
fancy printed t-shirts and utrow for your speual guy on
Valentine Dav from TPE
DEN
Farming
background.
Forestry. Fisheries. Farm
Management
Machinery
repair.
grain-vegetable
production.
FFA
4P
Needed for Peace Corps in
57 countries Sign up now in
Placement Office
for
interviews Feb 13-14
Pear talk Population and
Politics in Latin America.
2pm Thursday. Ohio Suite.
Given by Dr Terry McCoy.
Assistant
Professor
Political Science. Ohio State
Pear
Ms
Patricia
Montgomery Director of the
Honiara Free School, talk
about her work, and also see
the movie
Summerhill."
Thursday
evening 7 00.
Room 115 Ed Bldg
To Perb and
old' RG
actives
Thanks 'or
Saturday
breakfast. You
may ever forget Sunday s'
The Nifty 9
The B G Rugby Team sez
girls b-ball - put Cindy's cast
to good use and stomp on
Findlay
Congrats to the new
of Sigma Nu • Pat
Kevin Conynham
Anderson
The

actives
Palton.
1 BUI
Snake

Congratulations Roll* and
Darlene on your Phi Kappa
Psi lavehering The Little
Sisses

ill
1 M rmte needed Pouse in
Wooster Manvillc area ISO
per mo March 1 3M-2001

Poesie Dance tonight 7 30 at
the French I'owe

University Courts beautiful
I bdrm apt now available
Furn or unfurn Married
couple or mature single
only For info call 352-0164

Congratulations to our 15
fantastic Neophites • the
Sisters of Delta Zeta

Available (all & summer
leases Close to campus
Phone 352 1973. 353 9063

FOR SALE

2 bedroom mobile home
fum 9135 mo Call 352-0182
after?

Beige couch
after 5pm

125

352-4443

19M Venus mobile home
10x35 with 1x12 add-on liv
rm. No W Gypsy Ln Tr Ct
$2000 354-5112
Scuba tank
one year old
965 Call Art 352-01X4 btw
5 00-7 00
Lafayette component stereo
Criterion
spkrs
V.
reasonable' 352 3*44
Realistic 100 watt receiver.
2 J.B.L. speakers Call 3723270

61 VW Camper. 71 engine
16.000 ml 353-1854
1971 VW Van Call 3524759
Artie
1965 VW good condition. I5O0
or best offer 1967 Mustang
Fast back
good condition
9600 or best offer, call 3536451 after 4pm
66 VW bus good shape extra
gas heater 1650 will
negotiate call 372-5547
FOR RENT
1 F rm needed now' No
lease 940 mo 352-7340
University Village 2 bdrm
apts. Married couples or
mature singles. Immediate
occupancy For info call 3520144
Large 2 bdrm apts for 4
students
E.
Mtrry

University Courts 2 bdrm
apt Available Feb 13 Furn
or unfurn ■ mature tenants
onlv For info 3524164
Need 1 F for house sublet
noworsprqir 353-1445
Wanted 1 M to sublease in
4th St apt Spring Quarter
Nice place, good rale Call
352-0567
I M spr quarter 705 Seventh
St 352-0006
University Courts 2 bdrm
unit
Students
Available
spr qtr 352-0164
1 bedroom furnished apt.
f 115 mo.
all
utilities
included available now 3541452 after 4pm
Need 1 M roommate spring
qtr *inthropTer 352-5301
Need 1 F rm for spring qtr
2nd St apt. call 341-4113
1 F rmte needed
quarter call 354-2444

spring

Comfortable room, walking
distance to campus, male
student 353-0525
1 M needed for spr qtr.
HO'mo for private rm Call
Bill after 4 00 372 3463
I F reeded spring qtr Own
room |45 4 util 3544271 or
310 E Merry Ave

$70 student ph 152 7365

Wanted F for spr qtr
156 mo util inc 3524001

1 female needed to share
Campus Manor apt. next

1 or 2 f rmies needed far
spring qtr Second St. Call

vear Call 372-4*25

3537104
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Period play to open
By Pally Bailey

Entertainment Keillor

: Opening

lady T*axl* (Gloria Shanli) and Sir Peter Teozle (Tom
Almaguer I agree lo disagree during on* of their comic quarrel scenes in The School for Scandal."

tonight

The University production
of Richard Sheridan's "The
School for Scandal' is an
attempt to captute the
flavor of the period as
opposed
to trying
to
replicate it. said Dr F. Lee
Miesle. professor of speech
and director of the play
There are certain basic
units of the story that have
universal appeal and are
always funny,'' Dr Miesle
said The wit in the play is
highly pertinent if people
have an ear for language and
like to hear it turned."
"The School for Scandal''
is one of the best known
plays in the English language First produced in
1777. the comedy of manners
has been recently revived by
several theater groups,
including the Julliard Company
The farce, which opens
tonight in the Main Audi-

torium. University Hall,
concerns a group of scandal
mongers, and their effect on
a May December marriage
DR. MIESLE is enthusiastic about the settings
designed for the production
by Briant Pamor Lee. assistant professor of speech
They are wing and drop
settings which are a scenic
convention of the period of
the play and are seldom used
in modern productions
The set also employs
shutter flats.'' which are
two large backdrops that
part in the middle
The scenery helps keep
the play moving because it
literally takes five seconds
to change the set.'' Dr
Miesle said
In addition to the wings
and shutters. Lee designed a
false proscenium arch and
built a special act curtain
lor the production
"I thought this way had
■MM theatrical value It's

Capsule record reviews
By Frank Johnson

"MOM'S APPLE PIE"

without a doubt, challenge
and
surpass
Womack >
latest single.
Parry
Pippie
It may also persuade Womack fans I" let
an otherwise dismal film
The lew instrumental cuts
by J J Johnson help to
mellow out the record, while
the title cut by Womack is
powerful My guess is that
you II be hearing a lot from
the album in the near future

i Brown Bag 14200' is one
album that has a lot going
font
Apple Pie is a 10-man
group ol guitars, horns,
organs and bass that
attempts to outdo Chicago at
its own game
The most unique thing
about this album, on Terry
Knight s new record label, is
- FRANK ZAPPA'S latest
the cover It has gained a lot
release with the Mothers.
of publicity lor the album
"The Grand Wazoo"
Unfortunately, all o( the
i Bizarre 20931 is different
cover talk has been a discusfrom the earlier recordings
sion on acceptability
This new one caitnol be
Most of the stores have
classified as anything but
new versions ol the covers,
but those ol you with baefc. l oftrpight jazz. Noi too
issues of ' Creem" can find -lanVrVght. though...
The live cuts on the album
the original on the back ol
are pure Zappa
I'is
the December issue
compositions are very unu
sual. stemming from genius
BOBBY WOMACK is now
to insanity
following the money-making
A very enjoyable record
footsteps of Isaac I'ayes.
Curtis Mayfield
Billv
FIRST CAME Santana
Preston and (Juincy Jones
Then from the same family
Pe has recorded a movie
no less, came the spin-oil
soundtrack
< and
who
group. Malo.
hasn't" >
Another group doing the
This ohe\ ••Across 110th
same kind ol music has
Street
lUA 52251. will.

emerged, although not from
I he same family or even the
common locale ol San Francisco "Oakila" lEpicSlTMi
is a new group front the
Philippines
The Latin base is still
there and might sound just
like Santana Malo. but the
new flavor added is called
Tagalog. from the islands
This is the group s first
effort on record, but ii isn't
loo raw The material is still
much like thai ol the mnovatOI Santana. but it's only
a matter ol time before
there is no similarity at all.
WHAT DO Chuck Berry
and Kick Nelson have in
common" ltolh have made
sensational musical comebacks
Berry did his Ihing in
London and jogged our
memories with My l)ing-aLing " Nelson's comeback
wasn't as sensational as
Berry's, but it resulted in
one rather pleasant song to
put back on our turntables
Nelson's album. "Garden
Party" iDecca 53*1), also
has his latest single Palace
Guard " The music is a light

country blend of rock and
folk The style is very easy
and the backup is a highly
competent group, the Stone
Canyon Band
Ozzie and Harriet should
he very proud
I KNOW it s my own personal tasle bul I don't like
Elton John's Crocodile
Rock
1 know that it's the
number one song in the
country, but 1 think it's one
of the worst on the album
Don't Shoot Me. I m Only
the Piano Player
I MCA
21001.
When you listen lo the
whole album you'll discover
much better material
This new album isn't too

much different from the last
one. bul there is evidence
lhat John is trying to experiment a bit
In two compositions, he
manages to use some electronics himself, and does so
quite nicely

not the kind of thing you can
see anymore. Dr Miesle
said
"The play was intended to
be played this way. the
director added 1'e said the
show takes place in eight or
nine different locales which
can be cut lo a minimum ol
six.

Because the play has three
main plots, the dif lerent sels
help the audience to remember "who's on first." Dr
Miesle said
THE PLAY is being done
in lull period costume,
including powdered wigs,
and. according to Dr

Miesle. the costumes look
best against this type of
scenery
The visual spectacle
ought to be very high." the
director said
The School lor Scandal"
plays tonight through Saturday in the Main Auditorium.
Curtain is 8 p.m

Dunn to demonstrate
special film effects
The magic of special
effects
from the prehistoric jungles in the lilm
classic. "King Kong." lo the
starships and asteroids of
television's "Star Trek." to
the casting out of a demon in
the upcoming film. "The
Exorcist" - all will he re
sealed in a special presenta
lion at 7 SO p.m. Friday
Linwood Dunn. Ihe man
who designed the effects for
these and many other films,
will give a Iree demonsira
lion of his arl in the Grand
Ballroom Union
The program will include
lilm clips illustrating
Dunn's methods at work,
particularly selections ol
"work prints" and various
other preliminary materials
used to create illusions thai
people outside the lilm
industry rarely have the
chance to see.

Dunn will demonstrate
techniques of rear-screen
projection and the use ol
miniatures.
animation,
optical printing,
matte
paintings and distortions
IV will also answer any
questions the audience may
have on visual effects
SINCE HE Joined RKO
Radio pictures in 1929 as a
special effects cameraman
Dunn has worked on some ol
the most significant films ol
Ihe last 40 years, including
• Mighty Joe Young." lor
which he won the Academy
Award for Special Visual
Effects;
Flying Down lo
Rio." and "Citizen Kane
In 1948. Dunn lounded his
own special effects laboratory, Film Effects of Polly
wood, and furnished visual
illusions lor such films as
It s.i Mad. Mad. Mad Mad
World." West Side Story.

Concert for Bangladesh."
and
Hawaii." which received a nomination for the
1967 Special Visual Effects

Vcademj, \ward
Dunn also has been involved in special non-lheatrical lilm projects;
including "A Place to
Sland. originally produced
for Montreal's Expo 'tf.'J
The film won the 1968.
Academj Award for Best
Live Action Short Subject '•
Dunn has also created
special effects for hlnij
shown al Ihe 1965 World'f
vtoria f
Fair in New York City, at
a|
Expo 70" in Osaka, Japan;
and for numerous private
organizations
The
Bowling Gree|
presentation is being spot*
sored by WBGU-TV. ThJ
Center lor the Study oil
Popular Culture, and the
Student Activities Office.

' CrocRock" Isn't the only
'50s song, either I'm Going
to be a Teenage Idol" hits
the idea pretty well
CrocRock"
is almost
another
American Pie,"

lyrics-wise anyway.
This is a lot better than
the last album, as there are
a lot of mood changes, instead ol the same old drag

Opera sets pose problems
By Teri Sharp
Building a barn that will
fit inside Vermilion High
School and yet look right at
home on stage at Toledo Masonic Auditorium is only one
of ".he problems faced by
Richard Crouse. who is designing the scenery for the
University's School of Music
production "Elixir of Love."
Donizetti's 19th century
opera will be performed
Feb 14 at University Pall.
Feb 16 at Toledo Masonic
Auditorium and Feb 18 at
Vermilion I'igh School-and
that's Crouse's first
problem All of the scenerymust be designed so that it
will fit on three stages of different sizes
While Elixir of Love" is
Crouse's 23rd show, it is his
first opera and is by far the

most complicated
sign." he said

to

de

IN ADDITION to planning
scenery to fit three locations, there are transportation problems, limited setup and tear-down times between performances,
storage problems and a
limited budget
It's a four-scene show, but
to save money, props such
as a park bench, are used in
more than one scene and
even flats serve
double
duty "
All the sets are done in
the cartoon effect, that is.
there are no moveable
parts
Everything, like
doors and windows,
is
painted on the set and the
flats are painted on both
sides." Crouse said
It also facilitates scene

changes, heaaded.
One
particular design
problem was a tree lor the
opera s barn yard scene

"WE NEEDED a big tree
and I had an idea about how
to do it. but my wife said it
Wasn't that good I told her
to come up with something
better, and she did." he said
The problem was to make
the tree look three dimensional, so the designer's wife
suggested fabric be used for
foliage-various shades of
green print, gingham and
other materials.
The tree, which will have
a 32-foot base, will take up
hall the stage at Toledo
Masonic Auditorium and the
whole stage at the University
and
Vermilion,
which is a problem of
touring. " Crouse said

"The scenery is built for
Toledo, but it's arranged
and designed to come apart
for transportation and for
the different stages
In
Toledo a street scene in the
opera will
have five
buildings while the same
scene in the Bowling Green
and
Vermilion performances will use only three
buildings."
the designer
said.
Set-up time for the
scenery is six hours. Yet
everything will fit into one
24-foot truck, which will
transport it to the various
performance locations.
While Crouse and a crew
of 20 volunteer freshmen
will have from Sunday
through Wednesday to set up
for the Feb 14 University
performance, the rest of the
week will be hectic.

"WE'LL MOVE the set to
Toledo Thursday, take it
down Friday night, set it up
Saturday in Vermilion, then
tear it down and lake it back
to Bowling Green Sunday."
Crouse said
The stage crew has been
practicing tearing down the
sets. Everything is being
built in the University
theater scene shop but. because so many other productions use the small shop, the
scenery cannot be stored
there.
Parts of the opera set are
pulled on carts or carried on
fool across campus to the
School of Music Bldg where
it is being stored until the
week of performance.
Ticket information for the
opera is available by calling
372-2045. 9 a.m. to 5 p.m
weekdays.

BOm
raising

Rick Crouse, gradual* student in speech (left), and another
student load flats onto the elevator backstage in the Main
Auditorium of University Hall. Th* sets for the upcoming
opera "Elixir of Lev*" are stored in the Music Bldg. and Ironsported to University Hall when needed.

people to see...places to go...things to do...
Walter Baker, pianist and
professor of piano music,
will present Part II of
American Piano Music of
the Twentieth Century on
Sunday. Feb. 11 at 8: IS p.m.
in Recital Hall. School of
Music Bldg
Dr. Baker's program Is
the result of a 1972 Summer
Research Grant from the
University to study the
works ol American piano
composers.
Sunday's concert will open
with "Image" by Robert
Helps. Also included on the
program is Aaron Copland's
Piano Sonata and "Sonata
for Piano" by Ctlarles T. (<
Grilles.

The concert is open to the
public at no charge

tion will be in 105 South Hall.
from3 30-4 30pm.

SCENES from Immamu
Baraka's iLeroi Jones' i
raging and frequently misunderstood Afro-American
classic. "Dutchman" will be
performed live by theater
graduate students Ed Pill
and Ruth Ann Miller, on
Wednesday. Feb 14

THE SECOND Annual
Independent Film Festival
at the Firelands campus is
scheduled lor Wednesday.
Feb 14from7:30-10pm

An open discussion led by
John Scott, playwright-inresidence. will follow the
presentation.
The program is part of a
new on-campus series entitled.
Black
Theatre
Dimensions The presenta-

This year funds were
available to expand the film
offerings. Sources include
professional films, some of
the best from national artfilm festivals, and local
films by students, faculty
and area residents.
Local film-makers are encouraged to arrange to have
their films shown by contacting
Larry
Smith.

English
instructor and
coordinator of the program,
at the Firelands campus
"TRUMPET
in the
Land." Ohio's first outdoor
drama, has announced its
schedule of auditions for
actors, singers, dancers and
technicians.
The open auditions will be
held from 11 am to 4 p.m
on Tuesday. Feb. 27 in the
Dogwood Suite. Union.
The Ohio Symphonic
Drama, written by Paul
Green, is preparing for its
fourth season. The production provides about 100
theater jobs each summer

Rehearsals are scheduled
to begin June 11 Trumpet
in the Land" will open July 3
and continue nightly, except
Mondays, through Sept. 2 in
the Schoenbrunn Amphitheatre at New Philadelphia. Ohio
For further information
and application forms,
interested persons should
write to "Trumpet in the
Land," P. O. Box 275.
Dover. Ohio 44622
CEDAR POINT'S Live
Entertainment Department
will conduct college auditions for the 1973 summer
season of shows on Thurs-

day, March 1 beginning at 1
p.m in the Student Services
Bldg
Auditions are held each
year to fill positions for (he
point's free entertainment
program. This will mark the
first time that the Sandusky
amusement center has held
its talent search at this University

or other technical aspects is
also encouraged to attend
the auditions for an interview

At present. Ihe entertainment program does not
include openings for hard
rock or soul groups, but
singers, dancers, musicians
and novelty acts of any
variety will be considered
Anyone
interested in
wardrobe, stage managing

The program will be aired
at 7 30 p.m. tomorrow and
again at 10 p.m. Friday

THE INCREASING cosls
of getting sick in Ohio are
examined on Ohio This
Week." WBGU-TV s series
on issues of importance to
all slate residents

GERMAINE GREER and
William F Buckley. Jr. will
clash on the highly-charged
issue of women's liberation
on Monday. Feb 12 at 8 p.m

on WBGU-TV. Channel 70.
A Cambridge Debate on
Women's Lib will feature
Greer and Buckley as guests
of the Cambridge i England >
Union Debating Society.
An opera based on the
actual insanity trial ol
President Lincoln's widowwill be seen in "The Trial of
Marv Lincoln" at 9 p.m.
Monday. Feb 12. on WBGUTV
Created especially for
television in 1971. the opera
is a blend of arias, ensembles, waltzes and lullabyes written by 27-year-old
composer Thomas Pasatieri.

•oge I Th. BG Newt, Wednesday, February 7, 1973

Corneliusness—
Falcons' forward gains manly image in hoop rise
career at Dayton Dunbar

By Kmn> Wkile
Assistant Sports Editor
When the name Cornelius
Cash is mentioned with the
game of basketball, one
immediately correlates him
to a player of unlimited
ability
Connie I'awkins.
Julius Ervlng, Spencer
I'aywood. John Johnson or
Sidney Wicks who are just a
few of the more stylish
forwards in the professional
ranks today
It is very easy to give out
praise and talk about the
accomplishments of Cash,
who is in his first year of
varsity competition after a
glamorous prep school

IT MAY take a month to
list all of his accomplishments-such as being named
to the all-tournament team
at the Maryland Invitational
Tournament or capturing
second place in the MVP
balloting behind Tom
McMillan
I'.inline m 23 rebounds a
game or blocking a number
of shots or even drawing two
and three men to cover luni
(luring a game situation
Or even being nominated
lor Ihe conference's IMACI
player-of-lhe-week
honors
are jusl a few things the
personable Dayton native

has done in becoming one of
the team s top players
The biggest adjustment
Cash has made in reaching
the heights of success have
been that of becoming a
man
Yes. that's right It may
sound funny or absurd, but
when Cash became a man he
became a complete baskethall player, which has made
his adjustment from high
si iinni hall to college a little
more easier
The most beautiful thing
about Cornelius Cash has
nothing lo do with the game
of basketball.'' coach Pat
Paley said yesterday in his
office while enjoying a day

off Irom the court wars
THE SECOND year
mentor, who spent almost a
year recruiting his star
player, had nothing but
praise for the way ('ash has
changed from the very first
day of practice in October.
Pis changed attitude has
been a big factor in
becoming a basketball
player this year "
In the year and one-half
Cash has been part of the
Falcons rebuilding roundball
program, he has matured
into a man. helping him
accept the many ups and
downs in the game
Cash, who was the second

leading
scorer and
rebounder for last year's top
ranked freshman squad,
became the talk of the town
as he was supposed to be one
nl the guiding forces this
year in the turnabout of the
Falcon cagers
But the glory that comes
with being a slick freshman
only lasts so long The
pressure of producing at
such an early age caught up
with Cash before he even put
on a varsity uniform.
Ii look quite awhile for
Cash to blend his talents
with success because he
could not accept the bitter
with the sweet Or. could
One lay he could not accept
the burden of having to
produce everyday'.'
"THE FANS like him
because he is a fine player,
but Ihere is a lot more to
just being a great player."
Paley said. "Cash has
always had the talent to be
great, but I think that when
he became a man. it helped
bring out his basketball
ahilities
Cash now can size up what
it lakes to be a player Pe
also knows how to work on
the techniques that will
make him an exceptional
player, such as his inside
game, rebounding, outside
shool nig
and. most

Important, his defense
Paley, who refers lo his

N.wtpbolo by Coil S.id

Top
performer

Determination such at (hie displayed by Cornelius "June" Cash along with hht
new manly image hat made him one of Ihe lop performer* in (he nation in hit
fint year of vanity competition. Cath, it among the top ten reboundert in the
nation and he ranlct third in conference scoring. He it alto the MAC » top
rebounder.

6'8" star as 'Cornelius
neas," said Cash still has his
ups and downs, but he has
matured enough now to
tccepl them and this will
pay ol I in Ihe long run "
The one Hung Paley is
trying lo instill in Cash is
playing with Intensity
To does not play with the
same Intensity it takes lo
get the job done every game
Mltial I mean is that he has
lo plat, each game lough,
even if he had a bad one Ihe
night before
Cash, who has played in
all of the Falcons' 18 games.

leads the team in scoring
with a 17.5 average, and tops
all conference rebounders
with 17 ricochets a game.
Pe's pulled down 23
rebounds
against
MacMurray and Miami this
year.
"THIS IS a tremendous attribute for a sophomore to
be one of the conference's
top five scorers and top
rebounder." Paley said. "I
knew he could rebound, but I
didn't think he could
average 17 points a game
But this is just a part of
maturing."
While lounging around in
his dormitory room. Cash
gave a lot of credit to coach
Paley for his fast leap to
manhood
"Be a man is coach
Paley's mam philosophy."
Cash said. Pe always tells
us to give 100 per cent no
matter what and to stick
with it no matter how tough
the going gets."
The biggest mistake that
Cash made this year was
doubting himself because he
was a sophomore When he
caught the injury bug earlier
in the year, it was nothing to
find Cash seeking refuge in
the training room
"I don't get down on
myself like I used to because
it doesn't do any good."
Cash said. "I take what
comes and adjust to the
situation because there is
always going to be another
tomorrow "
With a new found
confidence and displaying
the mannerisms thai make
Ihe public look up to him.
Cash has found himself to be
the darling of the B(i basketball team.
Pe probably can be rated
as the best natural forward
ever lo perform in the MAC
But with the fast development he has shown over a
prt ioil of four months,
stardom is just a mere jump
away for Cornelius Cash.

[It.'IJ
**£ leers to be

Iv' w reckoned
By Fred ft Ortllp. Sports Editor

It's too bad it couldn't have happened earlier in the
season
The Bowling (ireen leers served a reinforced notice last
weekend that they're a force to be reckoned with in the
Central Collegiate Hockey Association the remainder of the
season
Winners ol live ol their last six games, the Falcons are
playing the brand of hockey coach Jack Vivian knew they
were capable ol. despite losing 15 of their I Irsl 211 games

THE PIVOTAL SERIES comes this weekend when the
Falcons and Ohio Slate go at it again in a home and home
series There is speculation that the game at Columbus this
Friday will be shitted to the Fairgrounds Coliseum, which
would rob Ohio State of some of its home ice advantage
Iisl hasn't lost at home since Jan 14. 1972. when BO beat
Ihe Bucks. 6-3.
Bowling Green s play of late is reminiscent ol Ohio State's
finish last season The Bucks won their linal 13 games last
year and surprised many by winning the CCP.A and the
league s post season tournament in St Louis They had been
picked no higher than third in the pre-season
The Falcons are out of the CCKA title chase for now. but
have as good a shot as anyone in the post season playoffs
March 2-4 at the Ice Arena In fact, depending upon the
tournament pairings. BG might find itself as the favorite.
Even a losing season for BG would be placated by winning
the CCI'A Tournament That and shutting out Ohio State
twice this weekend

jPost game thoughts***^

Cager fall short
against Redskins
ByJaekO-Breu
Assistant Sperts Editor
Upon entering the Bowling Green basketball lockerroom
one could not help but notice the dejected veteran Le Penson
seated beside his locker
All the other players were taking showers and changing
into their street clothes Some had already left the confines
of a silent and glum losers' dressing room
Hanson, a Vt" senior forward, just sat there shaking his
head. Old number 32 was finding it difficult lo believe what
had just occurred at Anderson Arena
The Falcons had lost a battle for a share of the MidAmerican Conference lead Afler being the first Bowling
Green team to beat Toledo at the TU Fieldhouse 151-481
since 1958-59. the Falcons appeared confident that the MAC
championship was within their grasp
Bowling Green had left the floor at intermission to a
thunderous standing ovation leading the Redskins by nine
points. 33-24
AFTER PLAYING what Falcon coach Pat Paley termed
"perfect basketball'' in the first half. Hi; skidded downhill
until the final buzzer Miami came out on top. 61-53
"We jusl stopped doing the things we do best." Penson
said
The Falcons, minus regular starters junior Brian Scanlan
and sophomore Jeff Montgomery, shot 45 per cent from the
field, committed seven turnovers and did not have a foul
called against them before intermission
I'owever. two halves make a whole and BG didn't have a
good second half The Falcons shot 26 per cent, committed
13 turnovers and were charged with eight personal fouls
after intermission
Three seniors besides Penson tried to fill in the gaps of the
injury riddled Falcons
"Injuries are part of the game." said BG coach Pat Paley
in a post game press conference "That's just it "

with

THE BIGGEST DIFFERENCE Irom the nightmarish
lirst two months ol Ihe season is that the learn is playing as
a team and not as individuals Add together a lew breaks
and you come up with a lot of confidence
Confidence is so important Confidence is what Ihe Irani
didn't have during Ihe earlier losing streaks
The way things are going now. Bowling Green has a good
chance of limshing Ihe season in second place in Ihe CO'A■ real testimonial, considering the club was Ob at one point.
BO is tour points behind Ohio State and third place and
eight points behind Si l.ouis and second place All three
learns have six conference games remaining HO has three
ol those six al home, but two of the three road encounters
are at Ohio I where Ihe Falcons have never lost

Newsphote by Cod SeM
Falcons' pivotman Skip Howard it a picture
of concentration at the foul line in latt Saturday's BG Miami clash. Howard, who seems
to have shaken a mild scoring slump chipped
in 14 markers in the Falcons' 61-53 setback
to the Redskins.

Newtphoto by Joseph W. Dorwol
WofCll

if

Bowling Green ond RPI pause during the action lost weekend to play a gome
called "Shoving your neighbor.'' RPI » John Donahoe (14) shows BG's Roger
Archer how to play while Gerry Beauclair (2) and Kevin MacDonald try to stare
each other down first. Rich Nagai (12) atkt if he can join.

Luckett gains MAC honor
COLUMBUS lAPl
Ohio
University guard Waller
Luckett. the most publicized
recruit in the history ol the
MidAmerican became Ihe
hrsl freshman ever to win
the conference Player ol the
Week honors yesterday
The ti' 4 ' star Irom
Bridgeport. Conn . who
holds Ihe all-lime New
Kngland high school scoring
record, pumped in 40 points
in two key Bobcat triumphs
last week

Luckett edged Miami ol
Ohio ace Phil Lumpkin by
one vole in balloting by a
panel of newsmen
The
smooth-shooting
guard scored 22 points
against Kent State and
followed with 18 points
against Toledo Pe set up
Dave Ball's winning basket
with three seconds remaining against the Rockets
Other players considered

were Dirk Dunbar of Central
Michigan. Rick Gates of
Kent State and Cornelius

Youth nite
Friday is the annual Youth
I'ockov Night at the Ice
Arena
Nine games are scheduled, the first of which
begins at 6 p.m. Four squirt
i age 6-101 league games will
be played along with two pee
wee i U-12i. twobantom 113-

LEGENDS & PHILLIPPE
EPIC RECORDING STARS
1st NATIONAL TOUR

Cash of Bowling Green
Western Michigan and
Toledo had no nominees

from WNCR-FM Cleveland
COFFEE BRAKE CONCERT

14) and a high school game
between Bowling Green and
Bedford. Mich.
The program will run to
about midnight.
Admission is $1 The funds
are used to help support the
program.

in concert

SCANLAN, THE team s fourth leading scorer averaging
12.3 points per game, missed the Miami skirmish because of
the flu Pis position in the line-up was filled by seniors Tom
Scott and Dalynn Badenhop. who dia an adequate job
Montgomery. BG's floor general and second top scorer
averaging 17.1 points per contest, viewed the game from the
bench with a pulled groin muscle Pe was replaced by senior
Jeff Lessig. who did a good job in the first half but had his
problems after intermission
Overall the seniors, including Penson. did an outstanding
job in the first half, but Ihe absence of Scanlan and
Montgomery plus Miami's hot shooting 159 per cent from
the field I and tough defense were just too much for the
Falcons to handle
The result was Bowling Green's fourth straight loss at
Anderson Arena and the sixth consecutive game that the
Falcons made less than 40 per cent of their attempts from
the floor.
The defeat dropped Bowling Green two games behind
front-running Miami in the league race with time rapidly
running out. The Redskins have four league games
remaining while the Falcons have five
"The rest of the schools better start buying their tickets."
concluded Haley, referring to Miami's position in the league
standings and the NCAA post-season tournament bid that
goes to the league champion "They ithe Redskins) look
good."
•sees
Monday's Northern Illinois contest marked the second
time this season that five BG players scored in double
figures The other was the 1972-73 opener against
MacMurray that the Falcons won 99-63.
,
The loss to the Huskies saw Bowling Green make 44 per
cent of its shots from the field It was the first time in seven
games (since Ball State I that the Falcons made over 40 per
cent of their attempts from the floor.

AT., FEB. 10 -8:00 P.M.
GRAND BALLROOM
TICKETS ON SALE -*1.00
UNIVERSITY UNION

